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‘Where are 

my pitches at?’

FAIL TO THE CHIEF

Paisley, sheepskin and 

feathers, oh my! Poor Susan 

Boyle is the perfect example 

of bad outfits happening to 

good people as she attends 

the T In The Park music 

festival in Scotland.

‘Please don’t shoot me, 
Fashion Police!’

‘Here’s a pokin’ of 

my appreciation’



‘This is some 

peckin’ party!’

ALL ABOUT 

THAT BASE

Snoop Dogg oozes 

confidence during the 

All-Star Legends & 

Celebrity Soft ball Game 

in Cincinnati. Then again, 

he’s always like this 

when he’s on grass... 

‘BYO sixpack!’

THIRTY DANCING

Ashley Tisdale looks 

more like a teen than 

a 30-year-old as she 

celebrates her milestone 

birthday with her 

equally ab-stastic gal pal 

Sarah Hyland. If only

we scored an invite! 

BILL SHOCK

Jennifer Lawrence is 

coming across all fan-girl 

aft er running into 

funnyman Bill Murray 

at Comic-Con in San Diego. 

She even prods him to 

make sure he’s real...

‘The J-Law finally 
caught up with me’



‘Come, come, come 

into my world’

‘Drop us ’coz 

we’re hot!’

‘Of course 

I shaved. See?’
GROUP HUG!

How much does Rachel 

McAdams love red 

carpets? This much! 

The scarlet starlet’s 

greeting us with open 

arms at the Toronto 

premiere of her new 

film Southpaw.

SOME LIKE IT YACHT

We should be so lucky! 

Kylie Minogue’s having a 

ball on Dolce & Gabbana’s 

megayacht Regina D’Italia, 

spinning around on deck 

and diving into the blue 

in Portofino, Italy. 



THRILL RIDE

Scream Queens stars 
Emma Roberts and Lea 

Michele are promoting 

their new series by 

getting their shriek on 

riding the Mega Drop at 

Comic-Con in San Diego. 

MAKE IT RAIN

As her hit show Lip Sync 
Battle goes live in New 

York’s Central Park, 

Chrissy Teigen gets silly 

with a prop during

a performance of It’s 
Raining Men. 

 
TONGUES 

AHOY!

‘Your selfie game 

needs work, ladies’

GEEK GODDESSES

Getting her silly on at San 

Diego’s Comic-Con, Margot 

Robbie’s clearly been 

hanging out too long with 

her kooky Suicide Squad 

co-star Cara Delevingne. 

TASTY TREATS

Kim, Khloe and Kourtney 

Kardashian always set 

tongues wagging with their 

hilarious Instagram hijinks, 

and now they’ve recruited 

little Mason and a random 

giraff e! Wait... What?

‘This premiere’s the pits!’
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is week
Welcome to the age of iPhones,

where our favourite stars can no 
longer hide their imperfections. 

And why should they? 
But for anyone who has ever 

compared themselves to a 
supermodel and questioned justice 
in the world, we’ve got four words 
for you – Alessandra. Ambrosio. 
Butt. Pimples. Check them out on 
page 32. You can thank us later! 

Also, don’t miss our revealing chat 
with new Bachelor Sam – and be sure 

72 for your chance to win $10 000
Enjoy the issue!

Mark Brandon

EDITOR

From reality TV to a miniseri
the Kardashians are really
leaving their mark on our
tellies! The famous fam will 
feature in the much-hyped 
drama American Crime Stor
The People V. OJ Simpson – a
boy, have they been well cast!
The actors playing a young 
Kourtney, Kim, Khloe and Rob
are dead ringers – while Davi
Schwimmer looks so much
like their late papa, OJ’s lawyer
Robert Sr it’s kreepy!

Kim

Khloe

Kourtney

Rob

Meet the kast!

Aw, look at 

little Rob!

We thought he’d 

never be anything 

but Ross to us – but 

we were wrong!

This 
week’s

momentOMG

Stars get real... 

and we love it!
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tlyn’s big mom

s far as memorable
speeches go, 
Caitlyn Jenner 
knocked it out of 

park at the 
LA last week!
us in a white 

the Arthur 

n 

ht of
and women 
and left many 

ars.
t the 

mmunity 
Caitlyn’s 

rest were all 
eir support 

since announcing plans to 
live as a woman.

Alongside her mum Esther 
and sister Pam Mettler were 
Cait’s six children Burt, 36, 
Cassandra, 35, Brandon, 34, 
Brody, 31, Kendall, 19 and 

And while ex wife 
Kris Jenner was 

noticeably absent, 
Cait’s stepdaughters 
Kourtney, 36, 
Kim, 34, and 

Kardashian wouldn’t 
have missed it 

for the world.
“I’d like to thank my family,” 

Cait shouted out from the stage. 
“The biggest fear of coming out 
was that I never wanted to hurt 
anyone else, most of all my family 
and my kids... I am so, so grateful 
to have all of you in my life.”

What an amazing woman! ■

‘I AM SO 
GRATEFUL TO 
HAVE YOU ALL 

IN MY LIFE’

Inside the star’s dazzling public debut

Cait’s kids and some 

of their partners got

together for some 

silly snaps aft er 

the ceremony

o be prou

“I trained hard, I competed hard and, 

for that, people respected me. But this 

transition has been harder on me 

than anything I could imagine. And 

that’s the case for so many others...

“Trans people deserve something 

vital. They deserve respect. And from 

that comes a more compassionate 

community, a more empathetic 

society and a better world for all...

“I also want to acknowledge the 

young trans athletes who are out 

there – given the chance to play 

sports as who they really are... 

We have come a long way.

“It’s an honour to have the word 

‘courage’ associated with my life. But 

on this night another word comes to 

mind... ‘fortunate’. I owe a lot to sports... 

If someone wanted to bully me... I was 

the MVP of the football team. That 

wasn’t going to be a problem.

“Same thing goes tonight. If you want 

to call me names, make jokes, doubt my 

intentions, go ahead... I can take it. 

“But for the thousands of kids out 

there coming to terms with being true 

to who they are, they shouldn’t have to 

take it... It’s not just about me, it’s about 

all of us accepting one another. We’re 

all diff erent. That’s not a bad thing – 

that’s a good thing.”

The speech that  

left  us speechless

‘I just want my k

N



ent

RED-
CARPET 

BODY BLITZ
Cait (above, with mum 

Esther) worked hard to prep her 
curves for that Versace frock! “She 

stopped eating meat almost 
entirely and started eating more 

soy products to help decrease 
the testosterone and increase 

oestrogen,” reveals an 
insider.OH, 

BROTHER...
Despite their united front, 

the tensions between feuding 
step-siblings Brody and Kim ran 
high. “Brody didn’t even speak 

to Kim backstage,” says an 
insider. “[He] thinks Kim is 

just beyond fake and 
wants nothing to do 

with her.”

ud’

5 reasons we 
can’t wait for 

I Am Cait

 The glam room, so we can find out how 
many dresses she nabbed from Kris!1

All the feels between Cait, her 88-year-
old mum Esther and sister Pam (right).2

Cait discovering the hard way why
sporty women need to secure dem ta-tas.3

All those fierce style tips – she’s
kontouring like a Kardashian, baby!4

All the emoshness when Cait inspires
trans kids to be who they are. What a hero!5

EVEN SIRI’S GOT 
CAIT’S BACK! 

Tech giants Apple have programmed 
their smartphone assistant Siri to 
correct users who call Caitlyn by 

her former name Bruce. For example, 
Siri now responds to the question 
“How old is Bruce Jenner?” with 

“Caitlyn Jenner is 65”, and lists her 
as female. Well played, Apple!

 I Am Cait premieres 9.30pm Monday July 27 on E! 

kids



‘I’MNO
Louis’s ba

Could daddy
duties force him
to quit One 
Direction? 

G
iven he’s been 
sowing more wild 
oats than Uncle 
Tobys lately, it was 
only going to be a 

matter of time before One 
Direction’s Louis Tomlinson 
got someone knocked up. 

Yep, the twittersphere went 
into meltdown last week when 
news broke that the British 
lothario – who split from 
long-term girlfriend Eleanor 
Calder in March – was expecting 

23-year-old stylist Briana 
Jungwirth! 

“Well that crafty 
bitch is set for life 
now,” sniped one 
upset Directioner 
as the hashtag 
#OhNoLouis 

trended, while 
another raged, “They 

invented this thing called 
a condom for a reason Louis.” 

with his mum Johannah and 
stepdad Dan earlier this month 
to be by his babymamma’s side. 

What’s more, his folks met 
Briana’s mum Tammi and 
stepfather Brett – who she lives 
with in Calabasas – at the 
12-week ultrasound.

‘LOUIS IS 
ABSOLUTELY 

FREAKING 
OUT’

to be 

Dad joke
When a baby doll was

pegged at him during 1D’s
gig in Finland last month,

Louis quipped, “Outrageous!
It’s not real!” before throwing

it back. Let’s hope it’s not
an indication of his

parenting skills!

NWnews



OTREADY
aby booboo!

But despite a source telling
US mag People that Briana and
Louis – who were snapped 
partying together on three 
separate occasions in May 
– “could not be more excited”, 
tongues are wagging that 
the picture isn’t as pretty as 
they’re making out! 

One blind item even hints 
that despite being close pals, 
Briana is simply a girl he 
“partied and had sex with 
a few times”. Yikes!

“Louis is absolutely 
freaking out,” an insider 
exclusively reveals. “He’s 

causing serious problems.” 

Indeed, we hear his 1D
bandmates only found out
a few days before the public, 
while Zayn heard about it 
the same time we did! 

So what could it me
for the future of 1D?

“There are worries
this could have 
serious implications
for the future of the
band,” says our 
source. “Fans are 
seriously pissed and
Louis is going to 

the baby arrives. Wh
knows? He might no
come back!” ■

a dad!

Just when it seemed things
worse for Kourtney Kardashia
reports have emerged claimin
babydaddy Scott Disick is exp
his latest fling Chloe Bartoli!

“Scott told a couple of friends
worried Chloe could actually be
spills a source. “Scott is being v
and making bad decisions. He i
he and Chloe weren’t careful en

And the bad news keeps on
coming, with a friend of the 
troubled star spilling to NW th
Chloe may not be the only on
he’s knocked up.

“Who knows how many kid
he’s got out there or on the 
way?” says Scott’s pal.

If the rumours are true, such
see him booted from Keeping 
Kardashians for good, with Ko
mumager Kris Jenner ensurin
blacklists him from any future

“Without that family, he’s go
adds our insider. 

Scott ’s secret love c

Scott was busted 

getting touchy-

feely with Chloe 

on a yacht in St 

Tropez last 

month

The blonde
helping out

LA to gain val
– caught L

introduced b
they hooked u

formally da
young La L
have a Twit

and on
he

WHO IS
BRIANA?
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B
eing one of the 
world’s most 
beautiful women 
means Miranda 
Kerr can pretty 

much take her pick when it 
comes to potential partners. But 
these days the business-minded 
cosmetics mogul has one strict 
rule – any wannabe Mr Ks need 
to have a net worth featuring at 
least nine zeros! 

Indeed, since separating 
from multi-millionaire hubby 
Orlando Bloom two years
ago, the 32-year-old Kora 
Organics founder has raised her 
standards, stepping out with a 
string of even wealthier fellas, 
from Stephen Bing to James 
Packer and now Snapchat 
founder Evan Spiegel.

Worth a cool $2 billion, Evan’s
certainly a catch on paper, 
although leaked emails from his 
university days, which talk about
ordering cocaine and urinating 
on chicks, may suggest otherwise.
Not that Miranda seems to care!

While she’s usually one to keep
her PDAs behind closed doors, 
Miranda’s thrown modesty to 
the wind, stepping out for a cosy
Farmers Market date and even 
swapping spit with Evan – 
who’s also the world’s youngest
billionaire, according to Forbes
magazine – during a red-hot 
dinner in Venice, LA!

“They sat at the bar and were
making out,” says an eyewitness.
“They were into each other.”

Let’s hope Evan took care 
of the bill!  ■

ill
Kerr-ching! The Aussie supermodel’s 
got seriously expensive taste in men! 

Mi

Miranda scores 

major flowerage 

with Evan at 

LA’s Farmers 

Market on July 12



i

Miranda’s the 

prettiest petal of 

the bunch!

Selena Gomez just keeps tucking into her own leftovers, helping
herself to not one but two of former flames in one day!

Just hours after she was seen sitting on the lap of her on-off
beau Justin Bieber at the plush Montage hotel in Beverly Hills,
Sel, 22, was seen sneaking into the Malibu home of her long-time
friend with benefits – and Miranda’s ex – Orlando, 38.

“It was pretty clear Selena really didn’t want to be seen going to

Put the Cristal on ice, folks – Mariah Carey is planning to
relocate to our shores for her new man James Packer!

“Mariah wants to move Down Under,” a source says on the
back of reports they’re already talking about taking their
whirlwind romance down the aisle. “She’s totally in love.”

But we hear Mariah’s ex-husband Nick Cannon, 34, could
put the breaks on Maz’s great escape, because he doesn’t
want the diva taking their four-year-old twins Moroccan and
Monroe out of LA. And according to family law expert, US
attorney Goldie Schon, Nick might just get his way!

“The court can say... ‘Have a good time. But the children are
now going to be primarily in the custody of Nick,’” he says.

boys’club!

Mariah packs for Oz

Selena’s ex addiction

STEVE BING, 50

Worth $1 billion(ish)

Famous for Founding the 

Shangri-La business group and 

producing films The Polar 

Express and Get Carter.

Exes He fathered Liz Hurley’s 

son Damian, 13, and has 

romanced Nicole Kidman.

Dated Miranda Late October 

2014.

JAMES PACKER, 47

Worth $6.2 billion

Famous for Inheriting the 

Packer empire and being the 

fourth-richest person in Oz. 

Exes James has been 

married to Jodhi Meares and 

Erica Packer, and is currently 

romancing Mariah Carey.

Dated Miranda December 

2013 to late 2014.

EVAN SPIEGEL, 25

Worth $2 billion

Famous for Being the 

co-founder and CEO 

of Snapchat.

Exes Evan wooed Taylor Swift  

last year and former US The 

Bachelor hopeful Lucinda 

Aragon in 2013. 

Dated Miranda June 2015 to 

present.



he’s no stranger
to whipping her 

a second home porn 
ovie being shopped around LA 
s Kim Kardashian hitting the 
nic button! 

Last week, gossip website 
edia TakeOut released stills 

marriage to muso 
Damon Thomas 
back in 2000. 

And while 
34-year-old Kim 
had no problem 
owning the 

raunchy sex tape she

and helped catapult them 

two-year-old North and has a 
baby boy on the way, poor Kim’s 

an amateur porn star again. 
“She completely broke down 

movie,” spills an exclusive insider.
“Her lawyers are wasting no time 

What’s worse, we hear she 
and Damon had a great sexual 
relationship and explored all kinds 

Kim never thought it would see 

“She can’t believe someone 
would do this.”

her babydaddy Kanye 

the sex tape sees the 

a loyal hubby and 

worked tirelessly to 

image as credible style icons. 
“Kanye isn’t happy about it, but 

he’s trying to stay calm,” adds 

day, he’d never leave her over 

That doesn’t seem to be enough 

“She’s not going to be able to 
sleep at night until she gets some 
answers,” says our insider.  ■ 

NWnews

The pregnant star holds her breath as a
second X-rated video threatens to emerge!

Kanye already gets 

heckled over Kim’s 

sex-tape with 

Ray J – now this!

N

During his Glastonbury 

set last month, Kanye 

did his best to ignore 

a fan flying a giant flag 

featuring a still image 

from Kim’s sex-tape!

US gossip site 

MediaTakeOut.com

claims this is Kim 

in the heat of 

passion

‘KIM 
COMPLETELY 
BROKE DOWN 

WHEN SHE 
FOUND OUT’ 



Poor Kimmy! 

Her romantic 

past keeps coming 

back to haunt her!

Kim can’t bear the idea 

of going through the 

humiliation all over again

Another sex tape?
We can

NEW



Rumer’s new

F
irst she got herself a hot 
new bod, and now US 
Dancing With The Stars 
winner Rumer Willis has 
landed herself a hot new 

bae to boot in the form of celeb 
stylist Maeve Reilly! 

Despite attempts to keep their new 
relationship on the down low, the 
super-cute pair were busted leaving 
LA haunt Bootsy Bellows hand-in-
hand after a night of getting hot and 

Realising they’d been sprung, 
Maeve – who dated Russell Brand 
back in 2012 – cheekily shared a snap 
of the two holding hands along with 
the caption, “When sneaking out 
with #Bae doesn’t work.” Cute!

For Rumer’s part, it follows a string 

Hollywood stars, including Glee actor 
Chord Overstreet and The 100 star 
Ricky Whittle. 

But those in Rumer’s inner circle 
reckon stylist Maeve 
– who’s worked with everyone from 
Jamie Foxx to Mel B – just might turn 
out to be the 26-year-old’s Miss Right. 

It seems Maeve has been ticking box 
after box for Ru, who says her ideal 
partner will be “an equal” and is 
“someone that pushes you to be the 
best possible version of yourself”.

“Rumer talks about her a lot, and 
they have great chemistry,” says an 
insider. Sounds promising!  ■

LADY LOVE

NWne s
Let’s hear it for 
Hollywood’s 
hottest new girl 
hook-ups!

The loved-up 

ladies stepped 

out in West 

Hollywood 

on June 26



In a case of life imitating art, Taylor Schilling
has set her sights on Mrs Right and is
officially dating Portlandia creator Carrie
Brownstein! The Orange Is The New Black 
star and her 40-year-old squeeze first sparked 
romance rumours when fans saw them out 
together in Portland, Oregon, back in March, 
but things are starting to get serious. Taylor’s 
even accompanied her gal on tour
in Europe.

We hear Taylor
and Carrie have 
been friends for 
a while and those
close to the pair
say they’ve taken
things to the next
level and couldn’t
be happier.

Earlier this year,
Carrie shared a sna
of 30-year-old Taylo
captioned, “Miss th
gorgeous goof.” 

After confirming their romance with
a very public pash sesh at celeb
haunt Nobu in Malibu, word is Miley
Cyrus and Stella Maxwell have 
celebrated their engagement by 
putting a ring on it – but their bling 
isn’t where you’d think!

Yep, Miley, 22, and the Victoria’s 
Secret Angel, 24 – who also called the
singer “my lady” on Instagram last 
week – were so excited they’ve gone
and had their lady gardens pierced!

PUBLIC PASHATHON
Miley and Stella’s

The hotties

dine out – on

each other!

– at Nobu 

in Malibu

“Miley’s madly in love with 
Stella and she wanted to do 
something fun and cheeky to 
celebrate,” reveals an insider. 

“Matching tattoos are way 
too cliched for her these days 
so she came up with the idea 
of getting piercings.” 

It might make riding wrecking 
balls a little uncomfortable in the 
future, Miley, but hey – the things 

we do for love!

LA
DY

LOVE

It’s 
personal

“It’s about a person
rather than 

a gender,” Taylor
says of her
sexuality.

Public 
affair

They’re no longer
hiding their

romance – they’re
fl aunting it!

FOR TAYLOR

Openly bisexual 

Carrie has 

previously dated 

St Vincent

Carrie is the new b ack 
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PerhapsHollywood’s
sweetheart isn’t
so sweet aft er all...

W
e’ve heard 
the story 
a thousand 
times. In 
2004, while 

Mr. & Mrs. Smith, Brad 

Fight Club 

that what really happened? 

dad, Paul, who sensationally
Friends 

scandalous tell-all interview 
Star. 

about it – it was when she was 

Workplace 
romance?They certainly 

had chemistry

swapping spit 

on Friends!

with Matt!
ch ted o

SHOCK CLAIMS



Innoc
cheati

‘IT WAS
WHEN SHE

WAS MARRIED
TO BRAD’

For years now,

has been paint

the home-wrec

“other woman

responsible for

breaking up 

Hollywood’s 

golden couple. 

But Paul’s claims

suggest a very 

diff erent story.

Was Jen’s 

reported fling 

with Matt really

to blame for 

the end of her 

marriage to 

Brad? Maybe 

we’ll never 

know... 

– his statement could rewrite
the publicly accepted history of
Jen and Brad, 51.

Questions are

to whether Brad
knew about Jen
and Matt’s 

And, if so, could 
such a betrayal 
have propelled him 

Of course, if Jen and Matt did 

characters Rachel and Joey 
hooked up in the Friends 

deny Paul’s claims – also raised 

on an LA street. What’s more,

“Talk about someone
who can read me
a mile away,” she
once said. “I see him 

to lose it, if there’s 

side is all an act. 
“Matt is not a compassionate 

Ouch! With family like this, 

Mouth 

to mouth
The camera doesn’t

lie – that’s a kiss

on the lips! And

it’s not on set!

Was the fairytale 

nothing more 

than fiction?

Jen and Matt 

shared an intimate 

moment when they 

met outside an LA 

restaurant in 2004

on Brad first...



They’re all megawatt
smiles and high fives
in public, but the 

Hemsworth brothers 
e locked in a Hunger 

Games-style face-off ! 
While they’ve never been coy 

about their competitive streaks, 
with Chris once gloating that their 
“race at the box off ice” had left  his 
younger brother with a “few bruises” 
– Liam hinted at growing tensions 
earlier this month, snapping at 
a reporter he thought had mistaken 
him for Avengers star Chris, 35. 

“It’s Liam. You called me Chris, 
didn’t you?” the 25-year-old raged 
at San Diego’s Comic-Con before 
being assured he’d misheard. Awks!

Now that Liam’s stint playing
Gale Hawthorne in The Hunger Games
franchise has come to an end, the 
race is on to snag his next big-screen 
gig. And given Chris has been 
overshadowing his little bro since 
landing the role of Thor back in 2010, 
Liam’s feeling a major sense of 
urgency about the situation. 

“He’s paranoid about his next 
move and worries that his brother’s 
more desirable for roles than he is,” 
reveals an exclusive insider. “Chris 
has the perfect family, the bigger 
career, the beautiful wife – and 
it does bother him because it 
wasn’t long ago that he had the 
hot girlfriend, the big career and 
a huge future ahead of him.”  

beefcake
BEEF

ASH
VS
JESS

VS
CHRIS

LIAM

’

AT WA
SIBLIN



and Ashlee Simpson used
tight as a pair of Daisy 
ut not anymore. 

ar tensions hit boiling 
hen Jess flew the family
ts for her 35th birthday,

g full well pregnant Ash,
o stay in LA as she’s 
ve birth any day now.

ord is Ashlee’s marriage
Ross – the son of 
superstar Diana – is the
ehind the sisters’ feud.
Ash has joined the family
ic legend, she feels she

edge,” says our insider. 
while, Jessica is turning
es of green over her 
hassle-free rise.
eels like Ash has had an
e,” says our insider.

Hold onto your hair, Bella Hadid
–because your big sister Gigi is
gunning for it! Yup, we hear the 
20-year-old model let rip at 
copycat Bella aft er she donned 
a blonde wig – and totally 
bossed the look, by the way 
– on Instagram recently. 

“Both girls are fishing in the same
pond for modelling gigs, so they 
agreed to stick to certain looks 
to avoid treading on each other’s
toes,” spills our insider. “Gigi is
meant to own the all-American

KENNY
VS

KIM

thing, while Bella’s vibe is the
dark and brooding look!”

And while Bella quickly realised 
her gaff e and deleted the snap, 
Gigi is baying for blood!

In fact, we hear she’s not just fed
up with 18-year-old Bella riding on
her coat-tails in the modelling biz,
but is accusing her of stealing her
jobs, friends and even boyfriends!

“When she and Bella fight, she
gets so vicious,” adds our insider.
“She tells Bella she’s the ugly
sister. It’s horrible!”

VS
GIGI

BELLA

Despite their 
friendly front, 
behind closed              

doors the 
gloves are off  

between these 
battling bros 
and sparring 

sisters!

HITTINGTHE
WRONG
NOTES

KEEPINGUPWITHTHE

NOT SO MODEL BEHAVIOUR

KAR-KLASH-IANS!

AR!
NGS

This snap

overtook Kim’s 

as the most 

liked on 

Instagram

Uh-oh! When Kendall Jenner’s 

recent heart-hair selfie scored 

more likes than Kim 

Kardashian’s record-breaking 

wedding-day snap, it seems 

the elder sister resorted to 

dirty tricks to reclaim the 

mantle. 

Indeed, when Kimmy’s 

Instagram followers jumped 

by three million in 

a matter of days, taking her 

past the 40 million mark, 

rumours swirled that she’d 

bought fans – a common 

practise among A-listers 

hungry for online star power!

And it wouldn’t be the first 

time she’s faked it to make it! 

When Instagram conducted a 

purge of phony accounts late 

last year, Kim lost 1.3 million 

followers almost overnight, 

blowing her devious scheme 

wide open. Busted!



BIDDING 
FAREWELL

Khloe believes a life 
away from the cameras is
what her marriage needs,

but kontrolling Kris is 
said to be “furious and 

trying to talk sense 
into her”. 

‘I’ll quit the 

Khloe walks 

for Lam

While Khloe’s been spotted on
a string of public dates with her
supposed new NBA boo James 
Harden, 25, in recent weeks, insiders 
say their fling is all smoke and mirrors!

Word is the outings are part of 
a carefully craft ed strategy to divert 
attention away from her rebooted 
romance with Lamar.

Interestingly, both Lamar and James 
were spotted together at the same 
Meek Mill concert in Las Vegas recently. 

Comparing notes, boys?

She’s choosing love over the limelight!

S
he 
clearly 
meant 
every 
word of 

her vows when 
she tied the knot 
with Lamar 
Odom in 2010. 

And now it seems 
Khloe Kardashian 

is staying true to her 
promise of “for better 
or for worse”.

Almost two years after 

the reality star is having 
a change of heart and 

wants to give the 
disgraced basketball 
star another shot.

Lamar battling to 
maintain his sobriety 

following the tragic deaths 

reveal Khloe’s ready to 
give up everything to rebuild 
their marriage – including 

her multi-million-dollar 
reality TV career!

“Khloe’s telling people she’s 
ready to turn her back on the 

“She wants to be with him more 
than anything else and now that 
he’s 100 per cent committed 

all-in for their marriage.”

enough money to live on and is 
convinced fame was the number-
one factor in their marital woes 

with living under the relentless 
spotlight that Keeping Up With 
The Kardashians shone on him.

“The tension over that and 
the disrespect he felt slowly 

insider. “Their inability to have 

but now Khloe is less obsessed 
with getting pregnant – she just 
wants her Lammy back.”

about losing one of her biggest 

Khloe’s decoy dates!

C’mon, James – 

you’ll have to try 

harder than that to 

convince people 

this LA date is real!

NWnews



show

out

mar’

He’s a long way

from his days as

an LA Laker... but

Lamar’s determined

to turn his life around

Sweat
therapy

Lamar tries to keep
his mind off things

with a workout
in Las Vegas last

month.

It’s good to

see his mates

there in his

hour of need

NEW
PICS!

E XC LU
S I V E

drawcards and is trying to talk 
Khloe out of quitting the show.

Neverthless, KoKo is 
convinced there’s more to be 
gained from leaving, especially 
now that grieving Lamar – 
who’s reportedly been sober for 
six months – will be needing 
her support more than ever.

Indeed, despite being snapped 
recently looking healthy during 
a workout near his Las Vegas 
home, the sports star is secretly 
falling to pieces over the drug-
related deaths of pals Jamie 
Sangouthai, 37, and Bobby 
Heyward, 30, last month. 

“Khloe’s mind is made up,” 
says our insider. “Lamar is her 
priority and she no longer cares 
about the show. Now he’s on 
the road to recovery, they have 
a chance at a life together.”  ■
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GUESS
HUGH!

If Hugh Jackman
needs a stunt doub

extremely far-away s
need look no further

random dude! At l
won’t need to tea

the Wolveri
claw pose

TOBEY’S
TWIN?

This Spider-Man fan
clearly wasn’t blessed

any superpowers in t
sight department. Ev

far as Tobey Magui
look-alikes go, thi

a pale imitation

CRAZY, 
STUPID...  

This London curry house 
loves posting photos of 

celebs who drop in for a meal
– probably as muc
guy loved getting 

treatment when
thought he was 

Gosling!

#Fan f



PIRAT
COPY

Shiver me timb
unimpressed loo
Lone Ranger’s fa

two things – this is
time he’s been mi

Johnny Depp, 
not a big fa

hot dogs.

LOS
ANS

se cluele
e they’v
Ghostbu
e this gu
fused fo
o oft en –
Groundh

GAME OF 
CLONES

Winter is coming, ladies, 
but Peter Dinklage isn’t! 

These poor fans mistook this 
Tyrion Lannister, er, mini-me, 

for the real thing. Hey, at 
least he was gentleman 

enough to buy them 
a drink!

 These celeb look- 

alikes caused some  

seriously red faces 

 on social media! 

N 
K

ight feel 
n taken to 

e bet she 
rself when
it wasn’t

o Mars
r boob!

fails RE
HERRI

Not all scruff y
checked shir

Sheeran! “There
ginger dudes i
who are using e e
singer says of guys who 

impersonate him 
to get laid...
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It’s no secret that storylines on The Hills were embellished, but

Brody Jenner claims all of his flings on the reality show were

fake – even his relationship with Lauren Conrad!

“We were just friends,” he insists. “We’d film a scene of us

kissing or being in this lovey-dovey scene, and then right after,

it would be like, ‘Cut.’ And we’d be like, ‘Great to see you,’ and

we’d go our separate ways.” Noooo, say it ain’t so!

 
E 

R 

Maybe! Skinnygirl mogul Bet

has reportedly been dating M

star Eric Stonestreet for mon

Indeed, after cosying up at

event in May, they were recen

at an LA Dodgers baseball ga

Adding fuel to the fire, Beth

cryptically tweeted, “I think i

u have a great textual banter

compatibility is likely.”

We really hope she means se

ARE ERIC AND 
BETHENNY A 
PERFECT MATCH?

        WAS 
BRODY 
& LC’S 
LOVE FAKE?  

Madonna’s daughter Lourdes Leon 
unveiled her new boyfriend at a recent 
wedding in Tel Aviv, Israel, and while 
we don’t know his name yet, we do 
know her mum Madonna already 

likes him – a little too much! 
Yep, it seems Lourdes, 18, 

has to warn her toyboy-
loving mum to keep 
her lips off ! 

“Madonna gushed about Lola’s boyfriend 
earlier this year on an episode of The 
Ellen DeGeneres Show and is constantly 
asking Lola to bring him round,” spills 
an exclusive source. 

“She even invited him to join the family 
on holiday in Italy, but Lola’s passing 
on the off er for fear her mum will make 
a move on her guy!”

Eek... How embarassing would that be?!



We’ve seen some dodgy doubles in our time, 
but Chris Hemsworth’s action stand-in on the 
Boston set of Ghostbusters looks more like 
Sliding Doors-era Gwyneth Paltrow than Thor! 

Donning a dodgy wig, the significantly smaller 
stuntman was snapped riding a motorcycle 
on the set of the reboot flick, in which Chris 
plays the Ghostbusters’ receptionist Kevin. 

But weedy stunt double aside, there’s plenty 
about the big-screen comedy to look forward 
to.  Not only does it star funny ladies Melissa 
McCarthy, Kristen Wiig, Kate McKinnon and 
Leslie Jones as the all-female team of poltergeist 
pounders, but it will also feature a cameo from 
original Ghostbuster Dan Aykroyd. 

“On set of Ghostbusters shooting my scene with 
the funny and beautiful Kristen Wiig. Lady GB’s 
are adorable, beautiful.” he tweeted last week. 

We. Can’t. Wait!

5WHY DID ZAYN 
DROP THE 
F-BOMB ON 
HIS BESTIE?

It looks like the bromance is over 

between rapper Naughty Boy and 

former One Directioner Zayn Malik! 

Believing Naughty leaked some of 

the music video for his song No Type 

with Brit rappers Krept and Konan, 

Zayn took to Twitter to tear his 

former collaborator a new one. 

“@NaughtyBoyMusic you fat joke 

stop pretending we’re friends no 

one knows you ,” the 22-year-old 

wrote. “Someone learned how to 

upload a video... maybe now he 

should learn how to use logic ha 

you ain’t shit but a faker.” 

Woah! Them’s fightin’ words!

Sorry, Naughty 

– Zayn ain’t 

playing nice 

anymore 

Our first glimpse 

of ‘Chris’ in 

Ghostbusters 

is, er, haunting!

W O THE 
HE S IS HE 
SU POSED 

BE?



Cheat’s guide to all the goss!

6
8

Someone tell Cara Delevingne’s
socialite mum Pandora that blood’s
meant to be thicker than water!

Word is the former heroin addict 
is gearing up to pen a memoir in 
which she’ll tell all about her 
wild life and dish the dirt on her 
22-year-old daughter! 

The news comes after Cara told
Vogue that “I have only been hurt by

“Cara has no say over what her mum

“Publishers want what sells – scandal.
This has the potential to be hugely

IS CARA’S MUM SET TO 
SPILL HER SECRETS?

Watch your back, 

Cara! Pandora’s 

about to open her

box of secrets

IS HARRY 
ON A GIRL 
DIET?

The fact he’s had more flings than 
hot dinners over the years with 
a string of A-list ladies, including 
Kendall Jenner and Taylor Swift , 
means Harry Styles has earned 
his playboy stripes! 

But at the ripe old age of 21, the 
penny has dropped that one-night 
stands aren’t all they’re cracked up 
to be, so the One Direction singer 
has decided to quit womanising 
in a bid to find The One! 

“He wasn’t getting anything out of 
being a playboy, and over time it’s 
made him feel cheap and lonely,” 
reveals our insider. “He wants to 
clean up his reputation.” 

It sounds like Harry’s decided to 
settle down. We wonder if it has 
anything to do with bandmate 
Louis Tomlinson’s baby news...

Moving on
Beardy Ben steps 

out in Atlanta with 
a mystery woman 
after announcing 

his divorce.
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The new Batman

looks cheerful

alongside his 

sexy sidekick 

RYANTHE
NELIESTMAN
HOLLYWOOD?

WHO’S BEN’S 
NEWGIRL?

DOJOHNNYAND
AMBER HAVEAN
OPENMARRIAGE?

u couldn’t swing a cat in a bathroom without hitting
least 20 women who’d kill to hang out with Ryan
sling... but he’d rather be alone!

Yep, apparently the 34-year-old actor – who just last
ptember welcomed baby daughter Esmeralda with
lfriend Eva Mendes – is socially awkward and has
uble bonding with people.
He hasn’t made any close friends in the 20 years
s been working in LA,” reveals an insider. “Fame has
sed him off to meeting new people because he
esn’t feel like he can trust anyone.” 
oor guy! We’re right here if he needs consoling.

Fresh from announcing plans to divorce Jennifer Garner after 
10 years of marriage, the 42-year-old actor was seen laughing up 
a storm with a hot brunette – believed to be the family nanny – as 

three, at a community centre in Atlanta, Georgia.
But Ben better not get too happy, otherwise it may jeopardise 

his role in the upcoming Batman V Superman: Dawn Of Justice. 
The movie’s director Zack Snyder reveals he snagged Ben to play 

Batman because the ageing superhero is, at this point “at the end of 
his rope He’s burned out ” A case of life imitating art, perhaps?

It seems while Johnny Depp’s away, Amber Heard 
will play, because we’re told she allegedly spent 

But if you think 52-year-old Johnny – who’s 
Pirates Of The Caribbean: 

Dead Men Tell No Tales – is cool with his 
29-year-old wife having a sleepover with 

because he’s always been insecure about 
Tasya,” claims our insider. “But Amber’s 
a free spirit – she’s made it very clear she 
won’t let him control her and she’ll hang 
out with whomever she wants.”9

Johnny’s not 

a fan of wife

Amber spending

time with her

ex-girlfriend



Evi-dents
Did VS Angel 

Alessandra Ambrosio,
34, get these when 

she fell from heaven?

Dimple 
truth

Her physique’s 
finer than her 

designer dresses, 
but overachieving 

model Kendall 
Jenner, 19, still 

manages to sport 
a few dimples on 
her thighs. Yay, 
she’s one of us!

Not her 
best side

From most angles, 
34-year-old Kim 

Kardashian looks 
flawless. From this one, 

it’s clear that even 
she’s susceptible to the 

odd dimple.

Rumpy lumpy
Despite some natural 

ageing, Cameron Diaz, 
42, will always be a 
smooth operator.

Stem cell’
Oops... Thigh did it 
again. But the odd 
crease doesn’t faze 
Britney Spears, 33! 

BUMPY BITS

EVEN SEX 

SYMBOLS GET 

CELLULITE!

They may have glam squads on call, but 
these famous folk are just like us after all!

Celeb
body

blunders

Rogue 

nips, zits 

& wobbly 

bits



Ripple 
effect

Reese 
Witherspoon, 
39, isn’t going 

to let a few 
bumps keep 

her out of 
the surf!

m 

“You can not show 
people only the 

petals and not the 
thorns,” says 

skinny gal 
Bethenny Frankel, 

44, who’s also 
happy to display 
her rippled rear.

Worn this way 
Thong bikinis aren’t 

flattering to every lady’s 
buns – not that Lady 

Gaga, 29, seems to mind!

Thighs 
and lows

Jennifer Lopez, 45, 
is all about keeping 

it real. So what’s 
a little – dare we say 

– orange peel?

Soft serve
Steel isn’t the only thing 

33-year-old Serena Williams’s 
thighs are made of.

s



BREAKOUT STARS

EVERY CAREER 

SUFFERS 

THE ODD 

BLEMISH

NWnews
Booty spot

Even VS Angels 
have their off  days! 

On this rare occasion, 
people may have been 

checking out Alessandra 
Ambrosio’s toned tush 
for the wrong reason.

Stressed around
Delta Goodrem, 30, goes to great lengths to 

keep her stressed skin under control. “I don’t 
smoke, nor do I drink regularly,” she says.

Pop pimples
Like many of us, Katy Perry, 30, has 

battled acne since her teens. “My skin 
used to be a lot worse,” she says.

Blotched role
Shailene Woodley, 23, isn’t a fan 
of make-up, meaning patches of 

redness are hard to conceal.



Make-up fails!

 Too much 
 touch-up 

 It’s usually Nicole 
 Kidman, 48, 
 stealing the 

 scene – not her 
 cringe-worthy 

 cosmetics! 

 Statue- 
 esque 

 There’s alabaster 
 skin and then 
 there’s this! 

 Emma Stone, 26, 
 looks like she 

 hasn’t seen the sun 
 in centuries.

 Hue must 
 be joking 

 We love 30-year-old 
 Kelly Osbourne’s 

 attitude, so we sure 
 hope she never 

 mellows. Or 
 yellows. 

 The white 
 stuff 

 Self-confessed 
 former drug addict 
 Angelina Jolie, 40 

 appears to be 
 dabbling in white 

 powders again! 

Hormone hell
Model Brooklyn Decker, 

28, captioned this 
Instagram selfie, 

“Pregnancy hormones 
are eff in’ awesome. 

#acne #hairyface.” We feel 
your pain, hun.

Rough night?
It looks like the party 
circuit is hitting the 

wrong notes with 
18-year-old Cody 
Simpson’s skin.

Take it on the chin
A hat and shades can hide a lot, 

but not 54-year-old Julianne 
Moore’s angry red zit.

Dott y tott y
Even mega-popular pin-up 

Kate Upton, 22, goes through 
some rough patches.
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Earning 
her stripes
Nothing’s going to 

stop Lady Gaga, 29, 
showing a bit of 

cleavage. Stretch 
marks, you say? 

Lady G has a Poker 
Face for that...

onky 
 lumps

eid, 39, was 
d to fix her 
hed breast 
ts when one 
ed to head 

In fact, the 
knado star 

admits her body has 
been “butchered” by 

bad plastic surgery 
over the years.

Eye stye
Ever the professional, 
Zooey Deschanel, 35, 
rocked the red carpet 
despite sporting three 
unsightly accessories 
on her upper eyelid. 

Looks painful!

Dodgy digit
Denzel Washington’s pinkie wound up 

pointing the wrong way aft er the 60-year-old 
broke it playing basketball as a child. 

Leave a tip?
Matthew Perry, 45, has come up short in 

the finger department since childhood, when the 
top of his middle digit was claimed by a car door.

Lovely lady stump
Messing around with a well pulley at her 

nan’s house when little put paid to the tip of 
54-year-old Daryl Hannah’s left  index finger.

Give these stars a hand. No wait, a finger...

FREAKY FLAWS

CELEBS AREN’T 

PICTURE 

PERFECT 

EITHER



That’s toe biz!

Freaky feet 
Rather than hiding his funky phalanges 

away in a pair of closed-toed shoes, 
rocker Steven Tyler, 67, likes to pretty 
them up with a splash of nail polish! 

Get outie 
here!

“John Stamos has 
a gross belly button,” 
read the 51-year-old 
actor during a Mean 
Tweets segment on 

Jimmy Kimmel’s 
Tonight Show. And 
John’s the first to 
agree! “They’re 
right!” he jokes.

Holy crepe!
“I tested diff erent 

neck creams on tour 
with my make-up 

artist,” says Fergie, 
40, who rolls with 

the punches when it 
comes to ageing.

The curious 
case of MK’s 

butt on
Is it a Jelly Tot? Is it 

a ping-pong ball? 
No, it’s 55-year-old 

designer Michael 
Kors’ oversized 

belly button!

Twisted tootsies
Jennifer Garner, 43, is perfect from head to, well, 

ankle! The mum-of-three reportedly suff ers 
from brachymetatarsia, which causes one toe 

bone to be abnormally shorter than the others.



ing 

As regal Nicky Hilton

exchanges vows with James

Rothschild, it’s a ceremony fit
for royalty – but with a hotel
heiress and banking heir
tying the knot, we wouldn’t
expect anything less! From
the Kate Middleton-esque
Maison Valentino gown to the
Kensington Palace venue –
yep, the London home of the
Duke and Duchess Of
Cambridge – Nicky’s living
the princess dream. And
unlike Kate’s big day, mum
Kathy keeps a close eye on
Nicky’s big sis and maid of
honour Paris to make sure
she doesn’t pull a Pippa and
upstage the bride!

Good to know the 

maid of honour 

is so hands-on!

Yikes! How many 

doilies gave their 

lives to make this 

frock?

Here comes the 
princess bride

‘Don’t panic, I packed some Napisan’ 

P
h

o
to

s:
 I

n
st

a
g

ra
m



If you’ve got it, strut
it! That seems to be
midriff-baring Jennifer

Lopez’s
she give
card a w
Miami’s
shoppin
Design
After hi
exy bou
By Seba
James, t
making
to a wat
restaur
a long lu
You kno
to make
even mo
jelly!

Sure, it looks 

like a luxe life, 

but it can be 

a major tassel!

If the 

rich keep 

marrying 

each other, 

we’ve got 

no chance!

Someone old 

and someone 

blue? Crop when 
you shop!

‘The prenup’s everything I hoped it would be’

‘Make sure you catch 

that bouquet, girl’

A last-minute 

inspection to 

ensure Nicky 

has the 

hottest butt...

Personalised 

Loubs! Just in 

case she forgets 

her new name...



It looks like Behati Prinsloo

couldn’t decide whether to
give a sartorial nod to the
’60s look or rock an ’80s
vibe, so she settled for
a bit of both! The Victoria’s
Secret vixen is all flares
and flower power down
below and a vintage Billy
Idol tee up top as she runs
errands in New York. Talk
about a timeless look!

Behati’s flare
for fashion!

‘See, told you I have taste!’

Excuse the

She’s got 

swag by 

the bag!
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Hot weather isn’t something the
English county of Surrey’s known
for, but Chris Hemsworth brings
a litt le ray of sunshine as he films
a scene on horseback for The
Huntsman. Riding in like a knight
in shining armour, the actor even
charms the eyeballs off a female
member of the production crew, 
who can’t bring herself to look
away from the hunky star.
Happens to the best of us, hun!

When it reins, 
it phwoars!

‘Lovely leather 

we’re having...’

‘Get off my back, 

would ya?’

What a stallion! 

Chris’s horse 

is pretty 

impressive, too
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‘Help! Something weird is

 happening to my face’

‘Do you like my 

straitjacket?’

No thanks, Nori 

– we had popcorn 

for, um, breakfast...

Nice 
platforms, 

Yeez y!



‘Quick, someone snap this for Instagram!’

‘How good is Gigi’s look? 

It’s all white, I guess’
Looks like 

Nori’s in for 

a bumpy ride!

When it comes to
pregnancy outfits,
Kim Kardashian can’t
go wrong with her
sorbet frock and
duster coat combo!
And while her hubby
Kanye West and
daughter North stick
to the tonal theme, they
opt for a more casual
take – not to mention
uncharacteristic
smiles! – as they
leave the cinema
in Calabasas, LA,
following a screening
of Minions.

Nori 
pops out!

‘We stop traff

With Gigi Hadid and
Joe Jonas seemingly
joined at the lips, it’s 
nice to see they’re
coming up for air to
put some food in
their mouths. The
model and her man
– collectively known
as GI Joe – are
grabbing a bite with 
mates in SoHo, New 
York, before Gigi 
walks it off with her 
skater gal pal Leah 

McCarthy – who 
she describes as her 
“partner in dine”.

Ladies 
who lunch



With the nanny 

on Suri duty, 

Katie’s free to 

hang out

42 NWonline.com.au

‘OMG, that guy next to me is soooo hot!’

Katie’s just 

realised the lady

in front isn’t 

wearing 

deodorant...

Um, the ride’s 

over, Katie...

OK, Katie Holmes, we get it – having a nanny
has its advantages! Hitting Disneyland with
her daughter Suri Cruise, Katie – who’s just
announced her return to TV in the new season of
Ray Donovan – has the freedom to go on all the
scary big kids’ rides... And apparently stalk
a dishy blond dude while she’s at it! Meanwhile
Suri clearly loves spending time with the
nanny, so it’s a win-win situation!

Girls just 
wanna have fun

‘I believe I can fly’



Is there no 

end to her 

talons?

‘Go hard or go Holmes!’

‘I demand you 

shade me’

Day-um! Only
Beyonce could
make a simple
out-and-about
outfit like jeans
and a white tee
look this glam.
The Flawless
singer also
seems to be
demonstrating
a few life hacks as
she hits the street
in New York.
Forget your
clutch? Just clasp
your Macbook
like it’s a classy
metallic purse. 

She woke 
up like this

‘I’ll be writin’ on 

my keybort’

Suri 

ambitiously 

proposes a 

thumb war...

She finally got 

to go on all 

the rides 

Tom was too 

short for!

...but the 

nanny beats 

her with a 

headlock



Johan and

Leni know the

importance of

being a social

climber!

Heidi’s got 

serious 

pulling 

power!

‘That joke does not have 

my Seal of approval!’

‘I want a kiss

from a rose’

Heidi Klum knows the importance of taking time to smell the
roses. The mother-of-four’s having a break from her busy schedule
to hit New York’s Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller Park with her
kids to ex-hubby Seal – daughters Leni and Lou, and sons Johan

and Henry. After all, when you’re a jetsett ing model and
businesswoman, you have to take your chances when you get ’em
– one day you’re intown, the next you’re not.

Project fun-way

‘No eating boogers 

in public, Lou’

KIDS AT

PLAY



She’s already 

showing 

signs of being 

a hoarder...

Haven’s bag 

is the purrfect 

accessory!

See, raising 

a child isn’t 

that hard...

‘Help, she’s

choking me!’

Hilary Duff’s hanging out at the
playground with son Luca in Beverly
Hills, but it looks like she’s having
more fun than he is! Maybe he’s just
worried the size difference will result 
in him being catapulted into oblivion...

Child’s play

She might only be three,
but Jessica Alba’s little
cutie Haven is already
accessorising like a pro
as she heads to a children’s
birthday party in Beverly
Hills. Jelly shoes? Check!
Kitt y handbag? Check!
Dolly? Check, check!

Little Haven’s
all dolled up

‘Oh no, I’m stuck! 

Better text for help’

‘You have a special 
gift – don’t drop it’





Matt
Bomer
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Sorting contend
from pretende

HOT
Rihanna
Has the bad gal 

gone good? It 

appears that 

way with this 

pretty Pollyanna 

dress. But it’s 

like she went to 

her jewellery 

cabinet and put 

it all on at once. 

Naughty granny!

HOT
Alexa Chung
Seriously, did she wake up like this? 

Eff ortless. Every. Time! From the polka-dot 

pussy-bow blouse to the black button-up 

mini, girlfriend has an eye for style.

NOT
Gwyneth
Paltrow
Va-va-Valentino! 

Gwyneth lets her

plunging gown (or

it a muumuu?) and

signature straight

locks do all the 

talking.



HOT
Doutzen 
Kroes
Holy halter-neck! 

There’s no better 

way to show off  

those toned 

shoulders. And just 

check out the way 

Doutzen’s arty 

frock cascades 

over her curves like 

it ain’t a thing! 

Lena
Dunham
We’ve got a lot of 

love for the Girls 
star, but this LDD 

looks a few sizes 

too big for her. 

And while the 

cute heels help, 

all up it’s a bit 

too blah for the 

red carpet.

HOT
Gigi
Hadid
Whether on the 

catwalk or sidewalk, 

Gigi gives good strut. 

If only we all looked 

as perfectly put 

together as this 

off -duty beauty 

does in the most 

basic of get-ups!

Ch
XC
She c

fancy

split

frock

tutu

unde

to be

comf

don’

men

the s

NOT

NOT



Daisy
Lowe
Daisy’s the 

epitome of “pretty 

in pink” in this 

figure-hugging 

frock. The nude 

heels ensure her 

look is more babin’, 

less Barbie doll.

HOT

Bella Thorne
Proving yet again that she’s the 

queen of matching two-piece sets, 

Bella knocks it out of the park with 

this sheer floral combo. We’re 

loving the mix of textures, not 

to mention how well this outfit 

shows off  her pins!

HOT

Lea
Michele
Lea’s looking red-

hot-hot-hot! Giving 

a nod to the 

menswear trend, 

she keeps her outfit 

sexy, sassy and 

feminine with 

a plunging 

neckline, cut-out 

sleeves and 

oh-so-short shorts. 

HOT



Who wore 
it best? It’s a fashionable 

face-off of 
twinningstars!

Rita 
Ora & 

Irina 
Shayk 

While this 

Versace 

number 

flatters both 

Rita’s curves 

and Irina’s 

ile-high pins, 

comes down 

o accessories. 

Rita’s patent 

ver-the-knee 

oots make the 

ersize buckle 

ok cheap and 

costumey, 

hereas Irina’s 

ubtler hints of 

are sexy and

Olivia
Palermo
& 
Natalia 
Vodianov
While Olivia scho

us in how to rock

a plunging neckli

in the middle of th

day (Silk neck sca

and classy flats? 

Check!), Natalia’s

on the Dior frock 

a little too school

for our liking. If sh

wants to salvage 

she could start 

by ditching 

the satchel and th

cutesy blue shoes

Kris
Jenner
Who’s been 

rummaging 

through Kanye’s 

wardrobe again, 

hmm? We don’t 

know who Kris 

is trying to hide 

from, but she’s 

sticking out like 

a sore thumb 

in this gaudy 

camo get-up!

NOT

Emma
Roberts
We’re huge fans 

of the interesting 

neckline and 

pattern of Emma’s 

dress, while the 

simplicity of her 

cut-out kicks keeps 

the focus exactly 

where it should be.

HOT

30%

85%

70%

15%

Emma
Stone
We’ve never seen 

this girl put a foot 

wrong when it 

comes to fashion, 

but we’re 

particularly 

enamoured with 

this monochrome 

ensemble. 

Simply divine!

HOT



INST
Get star style & looks today

i
TREND

Marble
moment

Carve out a rockin’ look 
with these swirly prints

Lauren Pope

teams marble

with leather for 

a polished look

TIP 
Contrasting 

combos don’t get

more eye-catching

than monochrome

marble against a

block of black. 

ALLY FASHION 

$35.99 
allyfashion.com

BOOHOO 

$24 
boohoo.com

COUNTRY ROAD 
$79.95 

countryroad.
com.au

COUNTRY ROAD 
$29.95 

countryroad.
com.au

VALLEY EYEWEAR 

$199.99
valleyeyewear.com

KOOKAI 
$130 

kookai.com.au

REBECCA 
MINKOFF 

$145 
theiconic.com.au

ALLY FASHION 

$39.99 
allyfashion.com

TOPSHOP 

$82
topshop.com
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lippy
Pucker up to 

these fun, flirty 
picks

Leighton 

Meester looks 

stone-cold sexy

in her marble 

minidress

CELEBS G

TIP 
For extra depth, 

choose a print with 

tan or blush tones 

over one that’s 

completely 

monochrome.

COLETTE BY 
COLETTE HAYMAN

$29.95 
colettehayman.com.au

MRP
$3.80

mrp.com

COOP
$199 

trelisecooperonline.
com

LULU GUINNESS 
$168 

asos.com/au
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RUBI $9.95 
cottonon.com/au
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VER NEW
9.99
ew.com.au

COTTON ON
$39.95 

cottonon.com/au

ASOS $50
asos.com/au

OP

com

TOPSHOP  
$386 

topshop.com

EXACT
MATCHES 

K
e

n
d

a
ll

J
e

n
n

e
r

TIP
Nothing screams

off-duty supermodel

like double denim,

aviators and a

classic black

tote.

ON 
SS

SUEDE 
JACKET

SKINNY JEANS

CHAMBRAY SHIRT

BLACK TOTE

LASS
KARDASH



Make yourself an
honorary

Kardashian by
kopying their
style staples!

RAY-BAN
$229.95

theiconic.com.au

K
o
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a
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h
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n

KOOKAI
$140

kookai.com.au

TIP
Throw a duster

coat over the top

of a body-hugging

midi for some

Kim K klass.

OASIS $96
oasis.andotherbrands.com

DUSTER COAT

LBD

K
im

K
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a
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AVIATORS

P
h

o
to

s:
 In

st
ag

ra
m

SICS
HIAN

TOPSHOP
$105

topshop.com

SHEER 
SKIRT

TIP
Now’s a good time

to invest in a light

coat – it will carry

you through

spring, too!
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INSTAglam

Kard a

3

5

EST

KARDASHIAN KOLLECTION
$149.95

kardashianshoes.com.au

OOTS

6 7

8

10

11 12

4

1 SUNNIES PARED $25
theiconic.com.au

2 BACKPACK TYRANT
SAINT $375 tyrantsaint.c

3 EARRINGS FOREVER
NEW $16.99

forevernew.com.au
4 KEYRING SPORTSGIR

$12.95 sportsgirl.com.a
5 BRACELET

COORDINATES COLLECTIO
$184 coordinatescollectio

com.au 6 RINGS KOOKA
$40 kookai.com.au

7 WALLET GUESS $79
(02) 9299 1881 8 LASHE

ARDELL GLAMOUR WISPI
BLACK LASHES $9.99

(02) 8709 8800 9 BELT CU
$135 cue.com 10  LIPPI

M.A.C LIPSTICK IN 
PEACHSTOCK $36

maccosmetics.com.au
11 HEELS TONY BIANCO

$189.95 theiconic.com.
12  SELFIE STICK 

(OF COURSE!) TYPO $1
typo.com.au

9
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BOOHOO
$20

bo

TIP
Take a leaf out of

the Kardashians’ look

book and stick to a

neutral colour palette

– all the better to

mix and match

with!

AFOLLY
69.95

hut.com/au

WINDSOR SMITH
$149.95

windsorsmith.com.au 

BLACK
SUNGLASS

MIDI SKIRT

NUDE POINTS

BOOHOO
$40

boohoo.com

OVERALLS



INST

Pony
club
Tips to glam up 

this go-to ’do

Matrix Style 
Link Gloss 

Booster
$24.95

 1300 656 247

Whether pulled back like Kendall’s or swept to the side
à la Gigi, it’s time to take the pony from MVP daytime ’do
to the ultimate standout style. How? Focus on gett ing
the sleekest strands possible by prepping towel-dried
hair with a smoothing lotion before blow-drying
straight. Next, spritz roots with hairspray to tame
fl y-aways before pulling back and securing with an
invisible tie. For a red carpet-ready finish, give lengths
a going-over with a gloss serum and straightening iron
before wrapping a small piece of hair around the elastic
to hide it, securing underneath with a bobby pin. Voila!

i
TREND

L’Oréal Paris 
Elvive 

Fibralogy 
Double 
Serum 
$9.95

1300 659 359

Remington Keratin 
And Argan Nourish 

Ceramic Hair 
Straightener  

$69.95
1800 623 118

Charles 
Worthington 
Style Setter 

Long Lasting 
Max Hold 

Spray
$15.99

1800 809 282

Lady Jayne
Elastomer Ban
Assorted Colo

(pack of 50) $5
1800 651 14

Tangle Teezer 
Blow-Styling Full 

Paddle Brush
$44.95

tangle-teezer.com.au
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KIT

YOUR
SLEEK 
PONY

HING
CHES

Face Of Australia
Tint Illuminating
Santorini Skinny

$12.95
ralia.com.au

K
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e
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Estée Lauder
Pure Color Envy
Matte Sculpting

Lipstick in
Restless $50
esteelauder

EXACT

MATCH

Take your cue from 
Kendall and pair 
your pony with 

a punchy, poppy 
red pout and 

illuminated cheeks.

TIP
Ponytail placement is 
key. For a sports-luxe 
look, wear your pony 

high on the crown, 
while securing it low 
gives an instant high-

fashion feel. 
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INST lam

Napoleon Perdis 
Blush Patrol $60 

napoleonperdis.com

M.A.C Pro Lip Palette in 
Editorial Reds $65 

maccosmetics.com.au

Terry Eye Designer 
Palette in Colour 

Design $134 
mecca.com.au

Red Earth Skin 
Perfection All-in-One 

Concealer Kit $28 
redearth.com

Bourjois Smoky 
Stories Eyeshadow 

Palette in Upside 
Brown $24
1800 181 040

TIP Smudge the navy along your

lower lash line to make the

 whites of your eyes look super

 bright.

TIP Th ese buildable shades 
work on cheeks too!

Say hello to your
lush-lip starter kit. From

barely there to bold berry,
these can be press onto lips

with your fingers for a daytime
stain, or layer with a brush
for a statement pout even

Kylie Jenner would
be proud of.

BEST FOR...

LIPS

Smoky-eye rookies,
rejoice! This purse-

friendly quad of
universally flattering

shades makes achieving
the holy grail of
make-up looks

a cinch.

BEST FOR...

AN EASY-AS 

SMOKY EYE

Spots and scars, meet
your match! This array of

concealer and corrector can be
worn separately or blended

together to blank out blemishes,
hide pimples and diffuse dark

circles for a flawless,
filter-worthy complexion

in real life.

BEST AT... MAKING 

IMPERFECTIONS 

INVISIBLE

What makes this
line-up totally worth the

splurge? The subtly iridescent
powders are so finely milled

they make building and blending
the bold hues a breeze, so the

result is red carpet-ready
rather than clown school

drop-out.

BEST...

EYE-POPPING 

BRIGHTS

Shimmery without
being too sparkly, this

mash-up of shades
can be swirled all over

your face with a big
brush for instant

lit-from-within
skin.

BEST FOR...

GETTING YOUR 

GLOW ON
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Stila Shape And 
Shade Custom 

Contour Duo $59 
mecca.com.au

NWonline.com.au 61

ModelCo Eyebrows
Designer Brow Kit $42
modelcocosmetics.com

Urban Decay Naked 
Eyeshadow Palette 
$78 mecca.com.au

Too Faced Love Passionately Pretty 
Eyeshadow Collection $65 mecca.

com.au (available August 24)

No matter your party
personality, this mix of matte

and shimmery shades has you
sorted. Teaming go-to neutral

tones with on-trend brights, the
pigmented powders boast killer
staying power, so they’ll make

it from the bar to the dance
floor and back 20 times

without budging.

BEST FOR...

FOOLPROOF 

PARTY EYES
Shimmer-free, this

dreamy, creamy duo
will have you sculpting

Kardashian-quality
contours and razor-

sharp cheekbones in
no time.

BEST AT...

CHISELLING 

CHEEKBONES

TIP One reason the Naked Palette has such a cult 
following worldwide is that the super-soft, 

pro-standard brush is a major keeper!

With three powder
shades, a setting wax, two
brushes and tweezers, this

suits-everyone set can be used
to beef up brows or simply
add subtle definition. For a

natural finish, be sure to
properly brush through

powdered brows.

BEST AT...

CREATING CARA-

WORTHY BROWS

Winner, winner, desk
to dinner! Uber-pigmented
but beautifully blendable,

this set of unbeatable shades
can create anything from an

AM-friendly neutral eye to
a dance floor-ready glam

look with the flick of
a brush.

THE BEST...

ALL-ROUNDER

From commute-
friendly to party-
ready, these fully 
loaded, portable 

beauty saviours pack 
some serious punch!
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T
ravel can jeopardise even

– but not Natalie
Getaway

presenter and former Farmer
Wants A Wife host practically lives out of

an unpredictable schedule derail her diet.
“I try just try to eat as many fresh

foods as possible, but travel is about

mum-of-one tells NW. “So I embrace
this in the healthiest way I can when

And should she be tempted by a few

“I just believe a balanced lifestyle is

The TV hottie’s guide to
staying healthy on the go

litz

Getaway 
plan

Nat works her body
rather than torture

it. “I would never
starve myself,”

she says.

Choice WORKOUTS
You don’t get muscle tone like Nat’s by putt ing on

your uggies and curling up with a Friends box-set!

During the colder months, she warms up with

Bikram yoga and has recently become obsessed with

Pilates. And in between classes, she has a personal

trainer to get her moving – well, a teeny-tiny one!

“Running around after my two-year-old daughter

Olivia keeps me on the go as well,” Nat laughs.

And whenever her Getaway gig calls her away to

a foreign land, Nat simply dusts off her trainers and

uses her workouts as a means of gett ing touristy. 

“A run or a jog is also a great way to take in the

sights when on location,” she adds.

fit body
PHILOSOPHY!



What’s in

ow down come

aturday...
m pretty healthy most 

ime, but on the 

ekends I tend to be 

ttle more relaxed.” 

ack protein into 

very dish…
n a typical day, my 

akfast is mixed berries 

and homemade muesli 

with yoghurt. Lunch is a 

vegie juice with a chicken 

salad and dinner is 

usually salmon or some 

kind of fish and vegies.”      

Shun sugar and 

cull carbs...
...but avoid crash 

diets! “I have tried 

a juice cleanse [and] 

barely lasted 24 hours,” 

Natalie admits.

Water

bottle

Keeping in shape
is thirsty work!

Nike 1L T1 Flow Water
Bottle $30

nikestore.com.au

Body wash
Palmolive Body Polish
$6.99 Available at all

major supermarkets and
leading pharmacies

Yoga mat

Kamuka $129
kamuka.com.au

Her diet dos 

Nat ’s gym bag?
Do it 
all!

“Life is about balance
and I think

everything is OK
in moderation,”

says Nat.

y
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Yourweekly plannervel ve

Capricorn DEC 22 – JAN 20

When Uranus turns retrograde later

is week, you will have to be hawk-

ed with your finances. Errors are

ely and it’ll be up to you to spot

em. Less money-savvy zodiac

gns might take offence at being

uestioned, but they’re not the ones

danger of being short-changed.

Leo JULY 24 – AUG 23

You’ll need to rein in your

competitive side this week. Trying

to win a lover’s affections or an

employer’s approval is all well

and good – so long as you’re not

stepping on other people’s toes.

Fight fairly and the prize you desire

could soon be yours.

Aquarius JAN 21 – FEB 19

Mercury’s presence in your house of

love bodes rather well if you’re

currently unattached. In other

words, you might meet a potential

life partner very soon. As much as

you enjoy answering to no-one,

finding someone special might

bring on a massive change of heart.

Virgo AUG 24 – SEPT 23

Friends and siblings will probably

prove more helpful than partners

or parents this week. While you

might be used to running to the

latter first for advice, for now it’s

best that you don’t. Honest answers 

are needed and some people aren’t

impartial enough for that.

Pisces FEB 20 – MAR 20

Your diplomacy and tact could

save the day some time this week.

Most Fish out there are pretty well-

versed in the art of downplaying

things. A feud between friends or

colleagues can be easily sorted by

your simply divine – but utterly

discreet – intervention.

Libra SEPT 24 – OCT 23

Venus reckons you can get through

the next seven days quite easily if

you start planning some kind of

business trip or overseas holiday.

Otherwise, your Libran low

boredom threshold will be severely

tested by lack of happenings on

the home front.

Aries MAR 21 – APRIL 20

hen the Sun moves into Leo

idweek, you will have more than

nough energy to burn the candle at

oth ends. That doesn’t mean you

ould overdo things, mind. A short

urst of hard work followed by some

ard partying is fine. Then it’s time to

vert to a more moderate lifestyle.

Scorpio OCT 24 – NOV 22

Even those Scorps who are

characteristically unlucky in love will

turn a corner in the near future. It

doesn’t hurt that Venus is going

all-out to produce more worthy

romantic contenders for you to

select from. Trust your gut instinct

and you won’t go too far wrong.

Taurus APRIL 21 – MAY 21

You shouldn’t get too frustrated if

job promotions don’t immediately

work in your favour. This week’s

lunar low means you’d be better off

accepting unsatisfactory outcomes

with good grace. Your day in the sun

will come along soon – so long as

you haven’t quit in the meantime.

Sagittarius NOV 23 – DEC 21

Solar activity should help you focus

on the future rather than live in the

past. In recent weeks, a lot of

Archers may have found themselves 

hamstrung by bygone events or

former flames. Not anymore! From

here on out you’re going to move

on in leaps and bounds!

Gemini MAY 22 – JUNE 21

Perfectionist Twin types might need

to be a little more laissez-faire in

coming days as Mars is destined to

bring chaos and confusion. On the

home front especially, certain

projects may not go to plan. Blaming 

friends and family for being flaky or

incompetent definitely won’t help.

Aries Taurus Gemini Cancer Leo Virgo Libra Scorpio Sagittarius Capricorn Aquarius Pisces

MON ❤ ❤❤ ❤❤❤ ❤❤❤ ✖ ❤ ❤ ✖ ❤❤ ✖ ❤❤ ❤❤❤

TUES ❤❤❤ ❤ ✖ ❤❤❤ ❤❤ ❤ ❤❤ ✖ ❤ ❤❤❤ ✖ ❤❤❤

WED ❤❤ ✖ ❤❤❤ ❤ ❤❤❤ ❤❤❤ ❤ ❤❤ ❤ ✖ ✖ ❤

THURS ❤ ❤❤ ✖ ❤❤❤ ❤ ❤❤ ✖ ❤❤❤ ❤❤ ❤ ❤❤❤ ❤❤

FRI ✖ ❤❤❤ ❤ ❤❤ ❤❤❤ ✖ ❤❤❤ ❤ ✖ ❤❤ ❤ ✖

SAT ❤ ✖ ❤❤ ✖ ❤ ❤❤ ❤❤❤ ✖ ❤❤❤ ✖ ❤❤ ❤❤❤

SUN ❤❤❤ ❤❤ ❤❤❤ ❤ ✖ ❤❤❤ ❤ ❤❤ ✖ ❤❤ ❤ ✖

Romance looks set to
be a scorcher

Might be more fizzle than sizzle

Expect more than a few warm,
fuzzy feelings

  Hmm, maybe wear your thermals

Cancer JUNE 22 – JULY 23

Jupiter can’t guarantee you’ll ever 

earn as much as the celebs, but the 

planet’s influence over the next 

seven days should ensure you’ll 

be a bit better off . An unexpected 

windfall or a long overdue pay 

rise is in the off ing – just don’t 

spend it all at once!

IMON Gisele Bundchen, 35 
TUES Paloma Faith, 34. Josh Hartnett, 

37 WED Selena Gomez, 23. Prince 
George, 2 THURS Daniel Radcliff e, 26 

FRI Jennifer Lopez, 46. Bindi Irwin, 17. 
Rose Byrne, 36 SAT Matt LeBLanc, 48 

SUN Kate Beckinsale, 42. Sandra 
Bullock, 51. Mick Jagger, 72. 

Taylor Momsen, 22. 
Kevin Spacey, 56

Selena 
Gomez

July 22, 1992

Sel’s finances are 

already in mega-bucks 

territory but she can 

count on even 

more dosh flowing 

in – her recent 

hard work in 

the studio and on 

film sets is due to 

pay off !
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I know!!
I was meant to be

the baby momma of
his first born!!!

Simone

Sourithone

Louis Tomlinson’s 

baby news broke 

your hearts!

We need him 

back on 

OITNB!

Richanda Karpany

❤
Jess Davies

Love Margot! Funny,

Australian & a freakn

babe! #WholePackage!

Kirsty-Ann Irvine

Orange 
Is The New 

Black star Matt 

McGorry’s 

shirtless selfie 

made you 

gaga!

Holy Moly !

Jenny Wood

You loved 

Margot and 

Cara’s  

Comic-Con 

hangout!
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Fill in the blank squares so that every row, column and 3x3
square contains all numbers from 1 to 9.

Sudoku

Whoam I?

SMS 199 55 910

SMS cost 55c (inc GST)
OR CALL 1902 555 910

Call cost 55c (inc GST)
Calls from mobiles cost extra. SMS
or call with the answer, your name,

address and daytime phone number.

Salmat Digital Pty Ltd Helpline: 1300 131 276. Entrants
under 18 must seek bill payer’s permission to enter.
Competition closes 23:59 AEST on 9/8/15. Open to
Australian residents. Drawn at 11:00 AEST on 11/8/15. For
conditions of entry, visit nwonline.com.au. Authorised
under permit numbers NSW: LTPM/13/00069; ACT:
TP13/00146

▶ I was born in Brazil in 1980,
arriving just minutes before
my fraternal twin Patricia.
▶ I began my modelling
career at 14 after being

discovered at a McDonald’s
restaurant in Sao Paulo.

▶ I was a Victoria’s Secret Angel from
2000 to 2007 and have been the world’s
highest-paid supermodel since 2002.
▶ After 20 years in the business, I retired
from the catwalk in April to focus on my
family and other projects.
▶ I’m married to NFL star Tom Brady.

Last week’s Sudoku

Crozzle No. 24/15

K. James
Mount Hawthorn, WA
Solution

Queen Victoria
Who Am I? No. 24/15

C. Gallaher
Lithgow, NSW
Solution

Joe Manganiello
Name That Star No. 24/15

M. Buys
Eastern Heights, Qld
Solution

Doutzen Kroes

AJessicaAlbaBKhloeKardashian
CRitaOraDBarRefaeli
EJKylieJenner

Picture quiz answers

to enter

Win
$100

Winners

Name
that star!

SMS 199 55 592 SMS cost 55c (inc GST)
OR CALL 1902 555 592 Call cost 55c (inc GST)

Calls from mobiles cost extra. SMS or call with the answer, 
your name, address and daytime phone number.

Salmat Digital Pty Ltd Helpline: 1300 131 276. Entrants under 18 must seek bill payer’s permission to 
enter. Competition closes 23:59 AEST on 9/8/15. Open to Australian residents. Drawn at 11:00 AEST 
on 11/8/15. For conditions of entry, visit nwonline.com.au. Authorised under permit numbers NSW: 
LTPM/13/00070; ACT: TP13/00144

Hidden in the box are 
some celebs’ names. Use 
the pics to help you find 
their names, which are 
split into two and can be 
found in straight lines up, 
down, forwards, 
backwards or diagonally. 
The left over letters reveal 
the name of another star.

  PHOTO 

Quiz

CHOOSE FROM THESE CELEBS!

Rita Ora, Jessica Alba, Kylie Jenner, 

Khloe Kardashian, Bar Refaeli

HOT LIPS
Who’s puckered 

pout?

Adrian Grenier Alexis Knapp

Karl Urban Kate WinsletJoel McHale

Kevin Dillon Lara Stone

Jamie ClaytonDaniel Tosh

Jimmy Fallon

Mariah Carey Zoe Kravitz

 to enter
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SMS 199 96 555 SMS cost 55c (inc GST) OR CALL 1900 966 555 Call cost 55c (inc GST).
Calls from mobiles cost extra. SMS or call with the answer, your name, address and daytime phone number. When you have  
solved the Crozzle, the letters in the shaded squares, reading left to right, top to bottom, reveal a historical figure the pictured 
stars have both portrayed (6,7).
Salmat Digital Pty Ltd Helpline: 1300 131 276. Entrants under 18 must seek bill payer’s permission to enter. Competition closes 23:59 AEST on 9/8/15. Open to Australian residents. Drawn at  

    11:00 AEST on 11/8/15. For conditions of entry, visit nwonline.com.au. Authorised under permit numbers NSW: LTPM/13/00069; ACT: TP13/00146

Win
$250

Teenage
Mutant

Ninja Turtle

__ Collette,
actress

__ Black,
US star Absolutely! Jessica __,

actress
Classical
piece

Pictured
MsHolmes

Circular
Chums

Baby
carriage

Pictured
MsKelly

Crab’s
pinch Away Dove’s

sound

Allowance

Sister’s
daughter

Amable to Be fitting

Agent Gum tree Voice
disapproval

Supports,
sponsors

Deep
longing

Originally
called

Intimidate Complied Conifer tree

Atlantic,
say

Dawn
moisture

Top
playing-
card

Land
measures Fish spawn Gumbo Hen’s

produce
Exposure to
oxygen

Sean __,
Milk star

Outline of
a film

Megan __,
Aussie
model

Read
quickly

Aussie
truck Branch Water

basin

Wine
service
charge

Army
group

Help! (inits) Make
certain Mound

West
African
republic

Control

Fitting
Russian ruler

Modern
Siamese

__Williams,
swimming
film star

Athletic
field event

Larry __,
Dallas
actor

Current
affairs

Bullfight
cry?

Fixes

Sheep

‘Leaning
Tower’ city Balderdash Malleable

metal

Plural
of ‘that’

Twofold

Travel
down

the piste

Animal
living off
another

Drollery
Shoe
without

laces (4-2)
Wrath, rage

Winslet/
DiCaprio
film

Blockade
Horse-
guiding
strap

Grower of
crops Auction off Sullies

Act of
declining Rubbish Animal

covering Impale Work spell

Use a
rubber

Swarms
over

Tooth’s
outer
coating

Circum-
ference
section

Ignited
__Morey,
actress

Hole of
a needle

Lump (of
butter)

Street plan

Bus depots

__ agent,
spy

Increase
an engine’s
speed

__West,
Florida city

Verymuch
alike

Admiration

CROZZLE

 to enter



F
ourteen years aft er 

Paul Rudd, Amy 

Poehler, Elizabeth 

Banks and Bradley 

Cooper brought the

LOLs in the cult coming-of-age

comedy Wet Hot American 

Summer, Netflix has brought 

the whole gang back together for

an eight-part prequel series!

What’s more, this time Jon

Hamm and Kristen Wiig are

joining the summer camp party

– where, according to the trailer,

the rules include no “dry 

humping, necking, wet 

humping, finger banging...”

Well, you get the idea. And

with such a stella cast of funny

How many stars

does it take to

film a Netflix 

comedy? Loads!

folk, we’re predicting it’ll be 

a hoot and a half!

“I never went to summer 

camp,” says Amy. “Imagine being 

in your 30s and being told, ‘You 

have one last chance to go to 

summer camp, only this time 

you’re with the funniest people 

around and you’re getting paid!’”

Sign us up!

 Wet Hot American Summer: First 
 Day Of Camp premieres July 31 
 on Netflix 

First there was Ozzy Osbourne and his
dysfunctional mob in The Osbournes, 
which paved the way for crazy Kris 

Jenner and her picture-perfect klan in 
Keeping Up With The Kardashians. Now, 
prepare for your jaw to drop all over 
again as rocker Rod Stewart’s cashed-
up kin hit screens in Stewarts &
Hamiltons! With the show centred
around Rod’s model daughter
Kimberly, her mum Alana Stewart 
– who divorced the singing Scotsman 
back in 1984 – and her first husband, 
actor George Hamilton, it’s a meeting 
of Hollywood dynasties that promises 
to be hotter than napalm! Throw in 
Kimberly’s half-brothers Ashley and 
George Hamilton Jr, as well as her 
lothario brother Sean Stewart, and 
you’ve got yourself one explosive series.

 Stewarts & Hamiltons premieres 
 9.30pm July 28 on E! 

There’s a new reality 
family in the ’hood!

KUWTK!
MOVE OVER, TV

 and

Recipe 

for LOLs
The much-older cast

are playing even
younger versions of

their characters.
Hilare!
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SING I ON

Hailed as a real-life version of
Pitch Perfect, this new John 

Legend-produced docuseries
is bound to serve up a few tea
and tantrums. The All Of Me 
singer follows the lives of five
competitive a capella groups
they juggle university studies
rehearsals and relationships 
– but can their dulcet tones 
secure them a spot in the high
coveted International 
Championship? You’ll have 
to aca-wait and see!
 Premieres 9.30pm July 30 
 on Channel [V] 

MUSIC

MUSIC

TV
ROBBIE WILLIAMS

Sure, us Aussies might have missed 
out when Robbie hit the road with 
his old Take That bandmates 
a few years back, but the oddball 

pop sex god wouldn’t dare skip us 
on his hit-heavy Let Me Entertain You 

Tour! The great news is this time 
he won’t be singing all those 

swing covers either – this 
tour is going to be a pure, 

unadulterated hit-fest. 
And that’s just the 
way we like it! 
 Tour kicks off  October 9. 
 For tickets and info, go 
 to ticketek.com.au 

SPLENDOUR IN THE GRASS

Why get yourself all muddy when you can 
watch Splendour from the comfort of your 
couch? Check out the likes of Mark Ronson, 
Peking Duck and Florence + The Machine as 
Channel [V] goes behind the scenes to deliver 
three days of shenanigans, performances and 
interviews live from Byron Bay!
 From midday Friday on Channel [V] 

Amy Winehouse’s crooning cabbie dad

Mitch is still raging over his portrayal in 

Amy, the recently released documentary 

about his late daughter. So much so that he 

plans to set the record straight with his 

own flick, a collaboration with Amy’s last 

boyfriend, film director Reg Traviss. 

“We’re going to invite everyone that’s 

spoken on the other film and we’re not 

going to edit it like they’ve edited me – 

and we’re going to tell the truth about 

Amy’s life,” he says.

a happy chappy 
NOT FILM

STAND 
WITH HER

Featuring a blood-red Katniss (Jennifer 

Lawrence) walking through an army of 
District 13 soldiers doing military drills, the 
latest teaser trailer for The Hunger Games: 
Mockingjay – Part 2 has us super excited. Time 
to take down the Capitol for once and for all! 

 The Hunger Games: Mockingjay – Part 2 in 
 cinemas November 19 

Why, you 

haven’t changed 

a bit!

2001
Th en... 

ELIZABETH BANKS

PAUL RUDD

BRADLEY COOPER

AMY POEHLER

2015
Now 



R
yan Reynolds 
might be a daddy 
now, but that 
doesn’t mean he’s 
ready to hang up 

his cool pants just yet. 
Yep, ever since his 

babymamma Blake Lively 
gave birth to their daughter 
James in December, the actor’s 
been handling the whole 
parenting gig with 
a serious side serving
of sarcasm.

Case in point, 
tongue-in-cheek 
tweets like “My 
daughter’s only 6 
months old and 
already drawing. I’d
hang it on the fridge
but honestly, it’s 
absolute garbage.” 

Hmm... somehow we don’t 
believe you, Ryan!

Anyway, you’ll be pleased 
to know he’s keeping up the 
tough-guy act on screen, too – 
the 38-year-old’s latest film, 
sci-fi thriller Self/less, sees 
him play the ridiculously buff  

body that a dying cancer 
suff erer has his consciousness 
transferred into. Weird!

We caught up with him to find 
out all about that lovely rig of 
his and what he really thinks 
about his daughter...

How’s fatherhood treating 

you? Well, it’s diff erent having 
just women in the house with 

my wife and daughter. 
Growing up, our house 

was full of boys 
– boys are like 
animals. They 
are just psychotic. 
So you were 

psychotic then? 
When I was a kid 

of seven or eight 
years old, we were so 

destructive we would drywall, 
spackle and paint [to repair 
damage], and my dad didn’t 
even know it. I have vivid 
memories of it! 
Everyone goes on about 

how adorable their baby is, 

but you seem to like having 

a good laugh about your little

This hot papa 
has taken to 

fatherhood in his 
own, er, unique way!

‘IF YOU CAN’T 
FIND THE 
ASSHOLE, 
IT’S YOU!’

ULTIMATE 
DILF 
RYAN 

REYNOLDS



girl James! Everyone who 
thinks their baby is a genius 
falls into those traps. Mine is 
perfect and average. I have 
a friend who has a kid reciting 
Chekhov at three or four years 
old – that is just crazy. I want 
her to be happy and content 
and loved. That’s the goal for 
my wife and I. That’s what’s 
important to us.
How do you keep that body 

in such great shape? I do a lot 
of running now. When I was 
younger I just ate chips and 
snacks. I didn’t care what I ate 
or drank. Now it’s about 
self-preservation. You still want 
to be able to get up aft er take 
50 of falling off  some ledge 
and landing on cement. As 
I’ve gotten older, falling on 

cement has become less 
and less hilarious.
You’ve had some great 

roles lately, but how do 

you feel when your acting 

gets slammed? It’s like what 
they say – if you can’t find 
the asshole, it’s you! That’s 
about what that whole ordeal 
feels like, right? Yep. You’ve 
got to have one!
Er, OK. So what’s your 

key to nailing your roles? 
I show up prepared! I don’t 
show up rehearsed, but 
I show up really prepared. 
Sometimes, I’ll read a script 
– and this sounds obsessive 
– 50 times before I come 
on set. And just read and 
read and read.
 Self/less is in cinemas Thursday 

Sexy 
swap

When an old man’s
soul is transferred

into Ryan’s body,
things get kinda

complicated!

 
Determined to prove he’s 

down with the kids (or maybe 

because movie execs told him 

to) Ryan recently joined Twitter. 

And it turns out he’s every inch 

thegoofballweexpected!

Ryan helps out a fan who

can’t tell the diff erence 

between him and Ryan

Gosling

We really didn’t pick

 Ryan as a Zayn fan...

We hope he’s saving these 

up for James’s 21st 

speech!

Blake and Ryan 

– hot, sweet and 

funny. Kill us now!





Reality

star Brandi Glanville insists her
pal didn’t quit – she simply
completed her stint.

“I spoke to Kim – she just got
out of rehab. She sounds like

now cost her her role on B
– we hear she won’t even be
invited back on a casual basis.

Oh no! Get well soon, Kim
– wherever you are... ■

BONUS
J

As reports of Kim’s great escape broke, leaked images

of her $5500-a-month former LA home reveal just how

low she sank before entering rehab.

Indeed, aft er her disastrous trip to Mexico in May for

her daughter Brooke’s wedding, it seems she moved out 

of her plush rental leaving it in a filthy state.

We hear troubled Kim also ruined thousands 

of dollars worth of garden furniture, but has no 

money to pay for it, let alone pay her removalist!

“Whoever packed her belongings isn’t telling 

her where stuff  is,” Brandi tells us. “They’re 

holding it for ransom!”

Something tells us she won’t be getting her 

bond back, either...

klyekly

Now
Now

Then
Then

7

BACHELOR SAM OPENSUP

Kim’s dirty digs!

MISSING!’



#TRENDINYOUR
Reality TV
PLANNER
J

MASTERCHEF
7.30pm on Ten

We’re so close to the

finale now, you can

almost taste it!

As three contestants

fight for survival in

the latest pressure

test, prepare

yourself for some

pretty serious looking

butternut pumpkin

gnocchi. Yum!

Monday

weeklyweekly
Reality

THE BACHELOR NZ

9.30pm on LifeStyle You

If you’re chomping at the bit for the

next Aussie edition of The Bachelor,

we suggest taking the edge off

ng into the first

on of New Zealand’s

ering! And there are

ome pretty stinky

moments for Kiwi

heart-throb Arthur

Green when one

of his bachelorettes

farts – not once, but

wice – during their

st date! Talk about

ting impression!

Tuesday

THE REAL HOUSEWIVES 

HESHIRE 

0pm on Arena

hey’ve shown us 

hat sprawling pads 

in the English 

countryside aren’t 

always synonymous 

with class, but that’s 

exactly why we love the 

K’s brashest exports. The 

le promises a disastrous 

r party that ends in 

tantrums nd tears – natch!

Sunday

Former Here Comes Honey Boo Boo star Mama
June made quite a splash showcasing her 
impressive weight loss during a recent family 
trip to Florida. And the former junk-food junkie 
– who once tipped the scales at 182kg – credits 
her 27kg weight loss to lots of green juices.

“They are awesome, coming from someone who 
doesn’t like green vegetables,” says the 35-year-old.

And her pint-sized pageant-star daughter Honey 
Boo Boo, nine, has even got in on the act, shedding 
more than 3kg in the past few months “just by eating 
smaller and walking”, says her mum. Good job!

The 
ex factor
Cody and Gigi’s

mums are trying
to tee up a reunion 

– on screen!

Cozzie-clad Mama 

June enjoys a 
Baywatch moment 

on Panama City 

Beach, Florida

Honey Boo Boo sizzle in the sun!

Life’s a beach! 

Honey Boo Boo 

and her mum are 

keeping active 

these days

Etiquette 

lessons are 

in order

Will laidback 

Arthur find

Ms Right?

It’s getting

mighty hot in

the kitchen!



NG What we’re 
buzzing about 
this week!

It’s one thing bumping into your ex at the supermarket,
but having to star with them on reality TV is next-level
awks! And that’s exactly what Cody Simpson and Gigi 
Hadid could be in for, with talk that The Real Housewives Of 
Beverly Hills producers are hoping to create some epic 
storylines involving the teens once Cody’s mum Ange joins 
the show alongside regular Yolanda Foster – Gigi’s mum! 

“They want to make the kids more part of the drama and 
try to get more exposure that way,” says a source. Yikes!

Newlyweds Ben and Danielle

off!
ES

STEVE ON TIANA
1. What other reality TV show would 
Tiana like to go on?

Steve My Kitchen Rules.
Tiana MKR.

2. Who will she stay friends with?
S Danielle and Marlee.
T Danielle and Marlee.
3. What’s her guilty pleasure?
S She’s a Nutella freak.
T Yep, Nutella.

4. Who will she be happy not to chat 
to again once House Rules wraps?
S Karina.

T Karina. We’re very diff erent.
5. What’s her favourite box set?
S That vampire one.
T The O.C.!
SCORE 4/5

TIANA ON STEVE
1. Who will he stay mates with? 
T Ryan and Ben.

S Correct!

2. When was he really cross with you?
T When I got my tongue pierced?
S When she snuck out to a party!
3. Who will he be glad to not see 
again?

T Brian. They didn’t get on.
S Brian. We butted heads a bit.
4. What will he splurge on if you win?
T His mortgage and a big holiday.
S Get a new car!

5 What would be his last supper?
T Steak, chips and eggs

S Exactly right!

SCORE 3/5

Then

Now

 Father-daughter duo Steve and Tiana 

They’ve 
been living 

n each other’s 
ckets for months, 
t how well do the 
alists really know 

each other? Let’s 
find out!

ners!

BEN ON DANIELLE
1. What’s Danielle’s phobia?
Ben Anything with frail limbs.
Danielle Anything that breaks easily. 
2. What were her childhood pets called?
B She had two mice called Sugar and
Spice and a chicken called Charlie.
D That’s right!

3. What’s her worst habit?
B Not finishing her sentences. 
D Not finishing off  my sentences! 
4. Who will she stay friends with 
on House Rules?

B Marlee.

D Marlee and Tiana.
5. What’s her favourite dinner?
B Her dad’s roast lamb
D Yep, tha

SCORE 5

DANIELLE ON BEN 
1. What’s his pet hate?
D Me mumbling.

B Correct! 

2. What’s his favourite TV show?
D Game Of Thrones.
B The Simpsons.

3. Who will he stay friends with?
D Ryan. 

B Yep.

4. What’s his worst habit?
D Chewing nails and
cracking knuckles.

B Yep!

5. What would he 

splurge on if you win?
D Holid t Af i

WHEN EXES 
COLLIDE!

Gigi

&Cody

RHOBH
DRAMA



Sam will be 

thinking 

long and hard 

before putting 

a ring on anyone

wewe
Reality

‘I ’m noth
like Bla

W
e’ve barely 
recovered 
from the 
shock of 
Blake Garvey 

Louise Pillidge at the end of the 
last season of The Bachelor
imagine our relief when we 
chatted to this year’s Bachie 

never pull a move like that! 
“I was very conscious of being

decisive but sensitive,” he says, 
insisting he’ll be careful who 
he locks lips with.

go on a rampant kissing spree! 
But I do think you need to see 
if there is chemistry there

New guy Sam assures us he’s a proper 
old-school romantic. Swoon!

Bachelor  Sam’s big

be kissing someone for the sake 
of kissing them.” 

the tip of the iceberg when it 
comes to his chivalry! 

This year’s Bachelorettes 

are a bunch of babes 

– how many did you have 

a connection with? There 
were a number of girls who 
really did wow me. It was 
much harder than I thought.
Did you feel bad kissing and 

dating multiple girls? Yes, and 
the longer it went on the harder 
it got. The thing I continually 
reminded myself was that I was 

there to meet one girl and 
I didn’t want to lose 

sight of that.
Were there any 

tears? There 
were some 
emotional 
moments! It was 

a rollercoaster
Describe your 

perfect wedding 

day? 
outdoors. It doesn’t have to be 
at the beach, but a beautiful 
garden wedding with big trees 
and big marquee.
Sounds like you’ve thought 

about it! Are you broody? 

Fab 
abs 

Super-ripped Sam
is one sexy specimen!

The perks of dating
a gym owner,

eh?



hing
lake!’

g interview

I’d love to have a family one 
day soon. I’d like three children. 
I really thought I’d be a dad 
already. I’ve just turned 35 and if 
you asked me when I was 20, 
“Will you be a dad by 35?” 
I would have said, “Absolutely.” 

look too far ahead, you need to 

Have you ever been in 

love? Yes, once. That was 

didn’t end because of the girl. 
I wasn’t ready. That’s why I 

The Bachelor, 

to fall in love now.
And what kind of boyfriend 

are you? I’m an old-school 
romantic. I learnt about chivalry 
from my dad and my grandad. 

I don’t know if it was any good!
You sound perfect! Have you 

got any flaws? That hair must 

take a while to do? [laughs] 

hair takes two minutes! Getting 

show was very weird! 
You’re good looking and 

successful – surely you have 

women lined up. Why The 
Bachelor? I own a gym in 
Melbourne. I’ve been buried in 
my job! Finally I had the time 
and I thought, “What have 
I got to lose?!”
 The Bachelor Season Three 
 premieres July 29 on Ten 

Family 
guy

Sam says his younger
siblings Hannah and

Alex (above), have been
very supportive, despite
being a tad taken aback

by it all!

Need more of 
a Bachie fix? 

Head on over to
nwonline.com.au 
where we’ll be bringing

 you all the backstage 
goss, as it happens!
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weeklyweekly
Reality

‘I’ve thought about

Argh! Just

pop the Q

already!

Dishy
dancer

Please let there
be a MagicMike-
themed round!

S
he brought the
posh factor to My
Kitchen Rules, but
big-haired Ash
Pollard reckons

we’re going to see a very

on Dancing With The Stars.
“I don’t know how classy

I can be! I have a bit of a
temper, so you might see

NW. “I do
put a lot of pressure on

myself to get things right and

We bet you can!
You and dance buddy Jarryd

have to get up close and

personal. Have you had any

embarrassing moments in

training so far? Yes, like
when he kneed me where it
hurts! He kneed me right there
– that wasn’t enjoyable. And
I kicked him in the head the
other day! We’re OK, though!
Yowsers! And will we see you

swinging those famous locks

of yours around? It wouldn’t be
right for me not to use my hair
for a couple of dances. Obviously,
I am known for my hair, so I
reckon I’ll use it for a couple
of dances and then slick it back
to show people I can diversify.
Flicking it around adds to the
sass of the dance. But if it’s
a serious dance we’ll slick it
back and tame that beast!
How has all the training

affected your body? I’m eating
more than I ever have before
because we’re training for six
hours a day! It’s a blessing
that it’s all tightening up to
the way I like it though.
Have you always been

a good dancer? Yes, I’ve
always had rhythm – if I
don’t mind saying so myself!

OK, let’s cut to the chase – will

your shirt be off on DWTS?

I want to do well on this
show because of my dancing,
not my hairy sweat-beaded chest!
But if it feels right, then maybe. If
I do that, I’ll have all the grandmas
chasing me around Bondi Beach.
Are you a natural dancer? Before the
show I was a cross between Napoleon
Dynamite and Mr Bean. I get really

day. Things got so bad once that I nearly
threw up on my dance partner Camille!
How is it being close to someone who’s not Anna?

a bit of acting. Whenever I try to practise with
Anna, I just end up stepping on her!
Finally, from one Bachie to another, what advice do you

have for this year’s Bachelor Sam Wood? I’ve met him
a couple of times and he seems like a really nice guy.

there are so many girls!

W
ith his rugged good looks, it’s no wonder former
Bachelor star Tim Robards has been compared to
Magic Mike XXL
even got dance tips from the Hollywood
hunk when he met him recently,

much to the delight of girlfriend Anna Heinrich!
Magic Mike

Tim spills to NW. “But I think she was
laughing at

Let’s see what else the DWTS
hopeful is willing to ’fess up to…

Twinkle

  proposing to Anna’

‘Anna loves my Magic Mike routine!’
Tim

‘My partner kneed 
me where it hurts!’

Ash

It’s the question 
he’s asked 10 times 
a day – when will he get 

down on bended knee?
“I have thought about 

proposing,” says the hottie, 
who fell for Anna on the first 
season of The Bachelor. “There’s 

a lot of pressure, because our 
relationship is so public. I’d like it 

to be very private and special, 
just between myself and Anna. The 
answer is when we are ready. Once 
we’re not so busy, then we’ll be 
able to take the relationship to 
the next level.” We await our 
Save The Date!

DANCING WITH

THE STARS!

TV ’s new



REPORT CARD
Voice

The

C C+

A+B
Serving 
of sass 
Ash reveals

a different side
to herself on

DWTS!

DRAMA QUEEN THE REBEL

THE COOL KIDS
TEACHER’S PET

BEST QUOTE

“I’m gonna kill you!” to Jessie J.
A touch over the top, Delts?

Toes!

BEST MOMENT

Storming off  aft er getting frustrated with 
Jessie because she thought she was too 
harsh to contestant Tamara O’Callaghan. 
“I’m over this shit. I’m out!” she raged, 
before slinking back in a few minutes later.

WORST MOMENT

When she copied Jessie by kicking her 
shoes off  to sing and dance on stage with 
a contestant who didn’t get picked. Sure, 
imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, 
but it was kinda awky. 

BEST QUOTE

 “I know [Delta] is angry. Quite 
genuinely angry.” Yes, Jessie – you 
naughty pot-stirrer, you! 

BEST MOMENT

Brazenly saying, “If I was you, I’d 
pick the Maddens,” to contestant Joe 
Moore – despite knowing Delta was 
desperate for him on her team! No 
wonder Delta was peeved. 

WORST MOMENT

Smugly replying, “Not everywhere,” 
when dazzled Delta told her she was 
number one all over the world right 
now. Play nice, Jessie! 

BEST QUOTE

 “You f**ked that up!” Joel said to Benji 
aft er he tried to pitch for Lyndall Wennekes.

BEST MOMENT

When Joel squeezed onto Jessie’s 
chair with her aft er having a fight with 
his twin. How cool would it be if they had 
a three-person team?!

WORST MOMENT

Picking Delta’s fan up off  the floor aft er she 
threw it away like a spoilt princess. Come 
on, guys – you can’t be Switzerland forever, 
this is a competition!

BEST QUOTE

“Music saved my life” he told a 
contestant during a heartfelt moment.

BEST MOMENT

Standing by his belief in Gail Page aft er 
Jessie slammed her performance. “Wait 
a minute, Jess – you’re telling me that I’m 
not honest. I felt very passionate about 
what she did,” he declared. Go, Ricky!

WORST MOMENT

Putting his head in his hands when 
Jessie and Delta got all fighty. There’s 
nowhere to hide, Ricky – maybe your 
little notebook can save you!

We turn the tables – or rather, chairs – and 

grade the coaches on their performance...



Brandi ’s
V E R D I C T

‘I’m worried

for Bethenny!’“So there’s a load
stories about JR
I splitting – I don
people are getting it from! These
stories don’t make any sense.
Things are always the same,
they’ve always been the
same – we break up, we make
up, we break up, we make up, he
drives me nuts, he’s not the right
person. But whatever!”

“The whole thing with 
Bethenny Frankel dating Eric 

Stonestreet is interesting. 
I guess opposites attract, 

because she’s a real skinny 
girl, and he’s a heft y guy! 

Listen, he’s hilarious... but she 
could get squished. I worry for 

her. She could burst an 
implant or something!”

‘My wine is going off!’

‘Everything’s 

coming at me at once –

‘I’d ban Madge
from my man, too’

‘Miran
loves
billion

B
sna

weeklyweekly
Reality

“Miranda Kerr
Snapchat CEO
have a ton of m
Why not just d
I guess she’s b
a hot guy and
go there again
hot, they may

Ask Brandi anything... Yes, ANYTHING! email us at NW@bauer-media.com.au

“I can totally understand why Lourdes fears her 

mum is going to hit on her man! Madonna’s hot, 

she likes young boys. It is what it is. I kind of don’t 

blame Lourdes – it’s a legit thing to worry about.”
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‘I’m doin’ it 

for the kids!’

PRINCE

OF ALES

Who said the royals were

out of touch?! Prince Charles

and wife Camilla Parker Bowles

aren’t above pulling their own

pints, as they’re only too happy

to demonstrate at the Raven

Inn in Llanarmon-Yn-Lal

during their tour of

Wales. Jolly good!

‘Dr Meredith Grey to the
 Emergency Room’

Detective Olivia Benson,
 reporting for duty’

DAKS-OFF

DADDY

G’day, tiger! Robbie

Williams is taking a break

from the European leg of his

Let Me Entertain You Tour to

relax with his son Charlton in

Rome – and, er, entertain us!

Let’s just hope those

budgie smugglers

don’t bite...
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‘Can you help me update 

my security settings?’

‘Better put the tiger 

back in the cage!’

OUT OF
THE PICTURE
She may be the queen
of selfies, but Kendall

Jenner comes across all
camera-shy as an eager fan gets

in super close for a snap
outside her hotel in London.

We fear not even a filter
will fix this shot!

day is my
he week’

One is appalled one has to serve oneself!’

‘Wait, it’s Wednesday?’



luck getting this lot to pass
a photo opportunity! Will Smith

d his Suicide Squad co-stars
ara Delevingne, Margot Robbie,
y Hernandez, Adam Beach, Karen
kuhara, Joel Kinnaman, Jai
urtney and crew member Sophia
rr clearly live by the motto “One in,

all in” as they line up for selfies
galore during their trip to Comic-
Con in San Diego. Give it a rest,
guys – you’ll #breaktheinternet!

They’re not 

as famous as 

they look...

#SELFIES
UICIDE SQUAD

POSHNOT SO NOSH

Because we know how 
much you love your 

gossip

If Drake ever quits music, he can always fall 

back on impersonating celebs for a living! The 

rapper’s new music video Energy sees him

mimicking a whole bunch of famous folk, 

including a sexed-up Kanye West, undies-clad 

Justin Bieber and the top dog himself Barack 

Obama. Give the man an Oscar!

Has Gordon Ramsay achieved the unthinkable by getting Victoria Beckham to chow 
down on greasy fish ’n’ chips? Nope, the sweary chef, Posh and her dining 

companions, hubby David and funnyman Ricky Gervais, are actually doppelgangers 
gearing up to star in UK reality show Lookalikes! “But where their personalities end 

and celebrity alter egos begin is anyone’s guess,” says TV exec Dom Bird.

The many faces

OF DRAKE!

Is he smuggling 

Biebs in 

those jocks?! 

Uh-huh, honey. Drake

nails Kim and Kanye’s 

clip to a tie-dyed tee! 

Can Drake kick it in 

the White House?

Yes, he can! 



“I’m actually on 

Tinder just for fun, and 
I think it’s hysterical.”

Hmm... We wonder if 
Chrissy Teigen’s hubby 

John Legend shares her 
enthusiasm.

“I would put on 

some loincloths and 

some swords.”
Channing Tatum would do 

anything to get Game Of Thrones 
star Emilia Clarke to join him and 

wife Jenna Dewan for a 
threesome.

“I promise to... 

get it out a lot more 

in the future.”
Daniel Radcliff e’s all about 

that bass aft er winning 
Britain’s Rear Of The Year 

award. 

They said 
what?!

MATERIALGIRL
Sofia Richie’s a

Sofia’s 

clearly got an 

appetite for 

modelling

SWEETART

Nicole Richie’s little sis Sofia wore 
her Rebel Heart on her sleeve in a shoot 
marking the fift h birthday of Madonna 
and daughter Lourdes’s teen clothing 

line Material Girl. “It’s such an honor for 
me to announce that I’m the new face of 
Madonna and Lola’s Material Girl!” Sofia 

wrote on Instagram. Way to express 
yourself, girlfriend!

Selfie 
absorbed

The Suicide Squad
gang don’t mind

exposing themselves
as a bunch of, um,

posers.

We’ve all wanted a taste of fame at some point, 
but now it’s actually possible! Kinda... Celebrating 
15 years in the business, chocolatier Max Brenner 
has released a range of cakes bearing images of 
our favourite A-listers – including Prince William, 

Kate Middleton, Kim Kardashian and Justin 
Bieber in dark, white and milk chocolate. 

They’re so cute we could eat them! 



The Kutchers

Ashton Kutcher and his

brother Michael, aged eight, 

look saintly on their First

Communion day. 

SEEING

We’re about to see Kate
Hudson showcasing some
serious survival skills in
an upcoming episode of
reality series Running
Wild With Bear Grylls.

In a sneak promo clip,
Kate and Bear hit the
great outdoors, trekking
the snowy Dolomite
Mountains in Italy and

snacking on pigeon meat
and ants along the way!

“She’s fun-loving and
bubbly, but she’s also got
a real streak of steel. She’
real focused when she
needs to be,” Bear says
of the Almost Famous
actress. “She was quite
emotional by the end of
the journey.”

To see Kate and Bear
in action, head on over
to nwonline.com.au

The apple doesn’t fall far from the tree in Tinseltown – at just 
16, Johnny Depp and Vanessa Paradis’s daughter Lily-Rose is 
already well into her showbiz career! Having appeared as 
a baby on her mum’s album Bliss, starred alongside her dad 
in Kevin Smith’s 2014 flick Tusk and started filming its 
spin-off  Yoga Hosers, she’s now landed a role as the love 
interest of Irish rapper Rejjie Snow in the clip for 

his single All Around The World (right). Oh, and 
she’s the new face of Chanel eyewear! 

Yep, her star’s definitely on 
the rise!

IS GOIN
PLACES!

 Lily-Rose
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Little did these
twins know, one
of them would
end up stealing
the limelight!

The Bundchens The Johanssons

Twice the beauty! Supermodel Gisele 

Bundchen (right) and her sister Pati 

are adorable at their grandmother’s 

house in Brazil, aged three. 

Actress Scarlett Johansson’s

brother Hunter is no stranger to

being her date at fancy events.

We reckon he scrubs up alright!

G DOUBLE

RUMOUR
has it!D

Caitlyn 

Jenner won’t 

be getting any 

more reality 

TV off ers aft er 

I Am Cait 

Uh-oh...

Fiddy’s 

cents have 

all gone! 

Perrie 

Edwards 

can’t smell 

the fragrance 

her band 

Little Mix 

created

FALSE
We hear I’m A Celebrity 
bosses would “break 
the bank to sign her” 

for the next series.

TRUE
In May, 50 Cent had a net 
worth of $200 million, but 
he’s filed for bankruptcy 

aft er being ordered to pay 
$6.7 million in damages in 

a lawsuit over a leaked 
sex tape.

TRUE
According to her 
bandmate Jade 

Thirlwall, Zayn Malik’s 
fiancée “doesn’t have 

a sense of smell”.

Welcome to Gaga
Airways – where
everything’s all white! 
Lady Gaga raised a few 
eyebrows when she 
posted these snaps, 
posing as a stewardess 
on her private jet 
wearing a white 
see-through fishnet 
jumpsuit. 
“Fly me to the moon, 
can I stow your 
bags for you sire?” 
the wacky songstress 
wrote on Instagram!

MILE-HIGH
AGA’S

LOOK

There’s more to life
than being really, really

ridiculously good-
looking – unless your 
name is Kris Jenner, 
that is! The reality 

matriarch has stepped 
out looking like Ben 
Stiller’s character 

Derek Zoolander. And 
we gotta say that 

garbage-bag top is très 
derelicte!

BLUE
STEEL
alert!
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Thor blimey, Matt Damon! We had
to do a double take when the
actor unveiled his new hairstyle at 
a press conference in Beijing 
earlier this month. Matt – who was 
talking up his new film The Great 

Wall, which is currently filming in
China – has gone and got himself
a pretty ponytail closely 
resembling Chris’s go-to ’do. 
What’s more, Matt’s even has its 
own parody Twitter account!

Muppets!
 WHAT A BUNCH OF

With their garish fur and feathers, these A-listers 
definitely know how to get to Sesame Street!

BIRDS OF
A FEATHER

MONSTER
MASH

LOAD OF
RUBBISH

TRUNK JUNK

Hey, Solange – 

Big Bird called. 

He wants his 

look back.

Did Lady Gaga 

get style inspo 

from Elmo? Well, 

she does call 

herself Mother 

Monster!

Rihanna’s just 

asking to be 

trash–talked 

wearing this 

Oscar The

Grouch numb

Wearing fur is 

a mammoth 

fashion faux pas, 

Kerry Washington –

especially if it used 

to belong to Mr. 

Snuff leupagus!

It seems Madonna’s keen to get
back to nature. Nope, she’s not getting
naked again – the Material Girl’s
planning a new career as a tree
farmer! Yep, we hear Madge is

branching out and converting
the 10 hectares around her

Hamptons mansion into
a nursery selling

saplings!

r
 Matt ’s Hemsworthy effort!  
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$50,000

30

The amount Gigi Hadid listed her luxury 

New York apartment for. 

MILLION

The seconds 

Jen Lawrence 

spent swearing 

to raise $10,000 

for charity.  

The weight 

we’re told Britney 

Spears shed in just 

once month.

5kg

The donation Taylor Swift  

made to a fan battling 

leukaemia aft er finding out 

the girl uses her single Bad 

Blood as her “fight song”.

SERENA & 

DRAKE

Here’s one 
we didn’t see 

coming! Serena 
Williams and 

Canadian rapper 
Drake were 

spotted kissing at 
Wimbledon! 

“Publicly, she says 
they’re just 

friends, but Drake 
has been by 

Serena’s side 
throughout the 

tournament,” says 
an insider. “It’s 
pretty obvious 

they’re together.” 

PARIS & 

THOMAS

Things are hotting 
up between Paris 

Hilton and her new 
beau Thomas 

Gross – we hear 
she introduced 

him to her parents 
over dinner 
in LA. “Her 

mother Kathy 
really liked him,” 

says a source. 
Go girl!

LENA AND 

JACK

Lena Dunham and 
Jack Antonoff  were 

waiting for same-sex 
marriage to be legal 

in the US before 
they got married. 
But now it is, Lena 

says they’ll be 
holding off  for
a while. Ohhh?

COOKIE
D’OH!

Sarah Jessica 

Parker’s new 

fashion collab 

with Cookie 

Monster is a little 

hard to swallow.

Pretty in pink!
Everything’s 
coming up 
roses for 
yummy 
mummy 
Natalie 
Portman, 
who channels  
a 1940s 
Parisian 
glamazon 
in her new 
shoot for 
Harper’s 
Bazaar. 
Stunning!



‘I’m still Johnny 

from the block...’

Were John Krasinski

and Jennifer Lopez

separated at birth? 

The likeness is, um,

uncanny...

DIVA 
FEVER

Will Ferrell dressing

up as US dessert

mascot Little

Debbie really takes 

the cake. 

THE CARB 
FAIRY

G
‘I’m a sock-tucking

cowgirl!’

Stealing our style, boys? We love a man 
whogets intouchwith his feminine side...

Ed Sheeran had our

hearts singing when he

tranformed into Little 

Orphan Annie. We’d 

adopt him in a second!

Is it just us or does

Bill... er, Jill Murray have

seriously killer pins? It’s 

a shame he forgot to wax 

his arms, though... 

FRESH 
GINGER

RIDIN’ SIDE
-SADDLE

Like, Jimmy Fallon

and Channing Tatum

are, like, the most 

annoying teenage 

girls, like, ever! 

Channing still looks 

totes hot, though... 

EW 
GUYS!

‘I’m going through

some... changes’
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